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MEN’S BASKETBALL
Winning Attitude is the Key
By Michael Castorino
New coach Rick Barnes hopes to 
stabilize the roller-coaster ride the 
Friars have been on the past cou­
ple years.
After reaching the pinnacle of 
college hoops, Providence fell 
straight down. In the 1986-87 
season, Providence was 25-9 under 
Rick Pitino. In the 1987-88 season 
the Friars were 11-17 under Gor­
don Chiesa. This was the biggest 
nosedive in college hoops last year.
The Friars became a disgruntled 
group. This was typified by both 
Marty Conlon and Cal Foster leav­
ing the team. The players looked as 
if they were on punishment when
The players looked as i f  
they were on punishment 
when on the court
on the court. The season ends, and 
so does Gordie Chiesa’s coaching 
career at Providence.
Enter Rick Barnes. Fresh off a 
twenty-win season at George 
Mason University. The smooth 
talking man from down south 
seems to ease the unsettled team. 
Look in the distance, can you see 
the phoenix rising up, a winning at­
titude is reborn.
This attitude is more powerful 
than people think. Last year’s 
Friars had streaks of brilliance, 
with a winning attitude, these 
streaks could strike often. They 
must avoid blowouts on the road.
Setting realistic goals, the Friars 
should get an NIT bid because of 
their easy non-conference schedule. 
Here is a rundown of key returners.
GUARDS
Eric Murdock - named to the Big 
East all-freshman team last year, 
Murdock looks to improve on last 
year’s performance. Coach Barnes: 
“ He is a highly competitive player 
who wants to be even better.”  (10.7 
ppg, 3.8 apg)
Carlton Screen - Screen has much 
to prove this season. After a  sterl­
ing freshman season, Screen was 
not given ample playing time last 
year. Coach Barnes: “ He is the 
catalyst for the team and someone 
who has to create scoring oppor­
tunities for everyone. He is a 
hungry player who wants to prove 
himself in the league.”  (6.6 ppg) 
Chris Watts - now that the 
freshman year is over, Watts 
should develop into a  solid scorer. 
Watts has great range. Coach 
Barnes: “ Chris .has worked very 
hard on his strength and individual 
skills. He has put himself in a posi­
tion to be a big factor for us.” 
Quinton Burton - A prop 48 
casuality his freshman year, Burton 
had flashes but didn’t  get totally 
on track. He should return back to 
form and have a good year. Bur­
ton is a thoroughbred. Coach 
Barnes: “ Quinton just got his feet 
wet last year and we expect a lot of 
continued improvement from
FORWARDS
Cal Foster - Foster must learn to 
channel his athletic ability in the 
right direction. He will be needed 
with the Friars’ thin front line. 
Coach Barnes: “ We might call on 
him to play in the post at times and
he has to be ready to make 
adjustments.”
Darryl Wright - Last year Wright’s 
play was spotty. A lot was expected 
after his fantastic play in the 
1986-87 NCAA tournament. This 
is Wright’s last chance to show he 
is a top player. Coach Barnes: 
“ This is the year that Darryl 
Wright has to lay it on the line. He 
wants to have great influence of the 
team in his last go-around.” 
Marques Bragg and Marvin Sad-
Setting realistic goals, the 
Friars should get in N IT
dler - These two freshmen will have 
to make contributions this year if 
the Friars are to be successful.
PIVOT MEN
Marty Conlon - Conlon brings 
back his 13.2 ppg average. He 
toured Europe this summer with 
the Big East All-Stars and played 
very well. Marty has bulked up and 
should be the big gun for the 
Friars. Coach Barnes: “We are ex­
cited about Marty coming back to 
the team...He’s a very good Big 
East forward.”
Abdul-Shamsid-Deen - Shamsid- 
Deen is a raw talent that must 
develop this year. If his individiii 
skills improve, so will the Friars. 
He is an important member of the 
team. Coach Barnes: “ He has 
become more intent and works 
hard to develop his individual 
skills. He has to rebound and score 
for us.”
1988-89 PROVIDENCE COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
ERE-SEASON PROSPECTUS
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Jchn Marinatto HEAD COACH: Rick Barnes
ASSISTANT AD/SID: Gregg Burke lenoir-Rhyne '77
SPORTS INFORMATION FHCNE: 401-865-2272 ASSISTANTS: Herb Sendek 
LOCATION:' Providence, RI 02888 CamegieHMellon '85
DENCM3NATT0N: Dominican Fathers Mark Anderson
FOUNDED: 1917 Missouri '76
ENROLLMENT: 3600 Larry Shyatt
PRESIDENT: Rev. Jchn F. Cunnin^am, O.P. Wooster '72
COGNOMEN: Friars RECORD: 11-17
COLORS: Black and White BIG EAST RECORD/FINISH: 5-ll/8th
HOME COURT: Providence Civic Center TCURNAMNIS: lost to UConn, 75-62
CAPACITY: 13,106 POST-SEASON: None
RECORD AT CIVIC CENTER: 187-70 IEITERMEN IOST/REIURNING: 4/11
PROVIDENCE LIFETIME: 915-551 STARTERS IOST/REIURNING: 2/4
CONFERENCE: The BIG EAST NEWCOMERS: 2> ___
CONFERENCE LIFETIME: 43-100 TRANSFERS/REDSHIRIS: 0
POINTS IOST/REIURNING: 762/1376 
REBOUNDS IOST/REIURNING: 270/543
1988-89 EROVIDENCE COLLEGE FRIARS BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
NOVEMBER
25 Friday FLEET BASKETBALL CLASSIC
26 Saturday (Fairfield, Niagara, South Alabama)
28 Monday BROWN UNIVERSITY
DECEMBER
1 Thursday ALABAMA STATE UNIVERSITY
3 Saturday LAFAYETTE COLLEGE
6 Tuesday YAIE UNIVERSITY
7 Wednesday at Boston College
10 Saturday UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND
22 Thursday at College of the Holy Cross
27 Tuesday UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
29 Thursday WAGNER COLLEGE
JANUARY
3 Tuesday ST. JOHN'S UNIVERSITY
7 Saturday at University of Connecticut
14 Saturday VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
18 Wednesday GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
21 Saturday at University of Pittsburgh
24 Tuesday at University of Miami
28 Saturday at Syracuse University
FEBRUARY
1 Wednesday at St. John's University
4 Saturday UNIVERSITY ,OF CONNECTICUT
7 Tuesday UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
14 Tuesday at Villanova University
18 Saturday SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
22 Wednesday at Georgetown University
25 Saturday at' Seton Hall University
MARCH
1 Wednesday SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
4 Saturday BOSTON COLLEGE
9-12 BIG EAST CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP
Photo by Joseph E. Cain
Chris Watts ’91, Providence College Men’s Basketball
Photo by Tom Maguire
MEN’S BASKETBALL
Heaa Coach Rick Barnes.
Photo by Thomas F. Maguire, Jr.
1987-88 RESULTS 
(11-17, 5-11 BIG EAST) 
11-6 H, 0-10 A, 0-1 N/5-3 H, 0-8 A
Fordham 80-76
La.Tech 84-80
Holy Cross 96-99-
at Utah 62-86-
Brown 104-90
BOSTON COLLEGE 85-82
at Rhode Island . 70-92-
Xavier 96-76
Austin Peay 105-59
Marist 70-59
at CONNECTICUT 72-79-
GEORGETOWN 78-74
UNLV 72-92
at SETON -HALL 80-82-
at BOSTON COLLEGE 48-64-
at PITTSBURGH 56-90-
Miami, Fla 77-83-
VILLANOVA 82-76 ot
at SYRACUSE 71-92-
SETON HALL 54-68-
CONNECTICUT 85-79
at ST. JOHN'S 67-88-
PITTSBURGH 86-87-
at VILLANOVA 68-96-
SYRACUSE 73-91-
at GEORGETOWN 63-73-
ST. JOHN'S 90-81
Connecticut 62-79
$-Fleet Classic (1st), t-BIG EAST Tournament
Returnees................................ ..........................................PTS/REBCLPHGTWGT
High School Hometown
Bryan Bonham......................................................... 0.8/0.8 Sr PF 6'3 200
Cartersville/Cartersville, Ga.
Quinton Burton........................................................ 8.7/3.8 Jr SF 6-5 200
Hammond/Columbia, Md.
Marty Conlon........................................................ 13.2/5.6 Jr PF 6-10 215
Stepinac/Bronxville, N.Y.
Ryan Ford........................................................ 0.0/0.0 Sr 1G 6-0 6-0 185
Worcester Academy/Olean, N.Y.
Cal Foster................................................................1.6/1.9 Sr PF 6-7 225
Patterson/Dayton, Ohio
Fjic Murdock. ............... 10.7/3 0 So 2Ci 6 1 180
BW Raritan/Bridgewater, N.J
Matt Patezzi..............................................  ...... 4.0/O.OSi 2G 6-2 190
St. John's, Worcester. Mess 
Carlton Screen . 6 6 12 Jr 1G 60 16C
Xavonan, Brooklyn, N Y
Abdul Shamsid-Oeen................................................4 7 32 Jr C 6-10 210
rottonville/Staten island. N.Y
tarns Watts... ..............................................3.4/1.3 So 2G 63 1/5
St. Joseph/Trumbu I. Conn
Donyl Wnyht ...................................................... 6.8/2 6 Sr SF 6b 190
Cardinal Hayes,New York. N.Y
NEWCOMERS
Marques Bragg.......................................................15.9/17.9 Fr PF 66 210
Clifford Scott/East Orange, N.J.
Marvin Saddler...................................................... 22.0/15.5 Fr PF 6-7 220
St. Joseph's Bridgeport, Conn.
LOST TO GRADUATION
Delray Brooks............................................................... 13.5/2.9 2G 6-4 200
Rogers/Michigan City, Ind.
Keith Lindsey................................................................. 0.4/0.5 2G 64 185
Gonzaga/Washington, D C.
David Snedeker............................ .-................................ 0.0/0.0 PF 66 215
Griffin/Springfield, Ohio
Steve Wright..................................................................13.5/6.5 C 69 210
Fowler/Syracuse, N.Y.
Enter Rick Barnes
by Kerry Anne Ryan
New Friar Basketball coach Rick 
Barnes is sort o f like the substitute 
teacher you had in high school, the 
polite UPS man who delivered a 
package to your door, or the mild 
mannered man you meet in the 
lumberyard.
In fact, before beginning his il­
lustrious career as a basketball 
coach, Barnes dabbled in all of 
these odd jobs.
Hard work, perseverance, com­
mitment; plus constant support 
from his wife Candy; these are the 
ingredients that has made Rick 
Barnes what he is today-the newest 
coach of the Providence College 
Friars.
After graduating from college, 
Barnes decided that he wanted to 
stay with the game of basketball.
“I play and have always been in­
volved with athletics,” he said dur­
ing a break in his busy schedule. 
“ After college I really wanted to 
stay involved with the game in
“Staying involved”  meant work­
ing weird hours in off-beat jobs in 
order to get in some coaching time. 
At one point, Barnes “ worked for 
UPS from 4 a.m. to 8 a.m., 
substituted from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 
p.m. and coached at a local 
academy in my home town,” he 
said.
Barnes was soon hired as the 
volunteer assistant at Davidson 
University and his erratic working 
hours continued.
“ I worked from 6 a.m. to 12 
noon at the lumberyard, and then 
coached at Davidson. I was basical­
ly in charge of the summer camp 
and study halls.”
Barnes slowly moved up within 
the coaching ranks and was even­
tually hired as the part-time assis­
tant at Davidson, “ which was ac­
tually full-time with part-time 
pay,”  he said jokingly. Barnes 
finally landed a legitimate full-time 
job when he moved to George 
Mason University, where he got in­
volved in a “work from the ground 
floor up” operation under head 
coach Joe Harrington.
“ It was the best experience,” 
said Barnes. “ Joe let me work and 
get involved with all aspects of the 
program.”
But soon, bigger and better 
endeavors were beckoning Barnes. 
He coached a year at the Universi­
ty of Alabama, and then a year at 
Ohio State under former Boston 
College coach Gary Williams. 
When the. head coaching job at 
George Mason opened up, he hap- 
pily returned.
K E R R Y -A N N E
R Y A N
“ I really thought I’d be there for 
a long time,” he said. “ It was 
beyond my wildest imagination 
that after one year I would get this 
kind of opportunity.”
The “ opportunity”  was the 
chance to coach the PC Friars, a 
Cinderella type Big East team who 
had a heralded past, made it to the 
Final Four in 1987 under now NY 
Knicks coach Rick Pitino, but then 
fell below lofty expectations in the 
1988 season under former coach 
Gordon Chiesa.
Barnes is being heralded as a 
breath of fresh air to the Pro­
vidence basketball program and is 
very enthusiastic about the upcom­
ing season. He says that he does 
not see coaching as a "job” , but 
rather enjoys it immensely.
“ My staff and I have a good 
chemistry,” he said. “ If  I haven’t 
done anything else right, at least I 
hired a great staff who is commit­
ted to the program, is self 
motivated and self disciplined.”
A typical day for Barnes is hec­
tic. He’s up at 5:15 a.m. and drives 
from his East Greenwich home to 
PC in time for the 6:45 a.m. prac­
tice. After, he maps out his after­
noon practice with his staff. Then, 
it’s off to practice for several hours 
in the afternoon and hopefully he’s 
homeward bound for dinner with 
his wife and two children, four year 
old Nicholas and nine month old 
Carly. At night, Barnes burns the 
telephone lines, making key calls to 
potential recruits and their families 
and several coaches.
Barnes claims that he doesn’t 
know the meaning of “ pressure” 
because for him, “ pressure is what 
you put on yourself. Part of my job 
is to deal with people. I want to win 
and get the job done. I don’t think 
about not getting it done.”
Barnes philosophy of a good 
basketball coach boils down into 
three principles: 1. Recruitment, 2. 
Great communication and great 
motivation and 3. The technical 
part of X ’s and O’s.
“The recruitment is tough,”  he 
admits. “ Probably the easiest part 
of the game is the game itself.”  
During the season, Barnes will 
repeatedly face off with more 
established coaches, such as St. 
John ’s Lou Carnesecca and 
Goregetown’s John Thompson. 
But Barnes isn’t worried.
“ You just have to be yourself,” 
he said. “ Be yourself and believe 
in what you’re doing.”
Barnes cites the people he’s 
worked under as the1 major in­
fluences on his career, and stresses 
the learning aspect o f coaching as 
key.
“The smartest and wisest coach 
does a good job and learns as much 
as he can,” he said. “ If you ever 
stop learning, you’re finished. If I 
don’t  know the answer, I ’m not 
afraid to ask any questions.”
And Barnes does ask questions, 
“ If I see a team playing on TV and 
I see something I like, I’m not 
afraid to call the coach and ask him 
about it.”
Barnes’ short time at PC has 
been a pleasant one and he thinks 
that the students here are the most 
enthusiastic he’s seen.
“ I don’t know if I ’ve seen any 
other students as fired up and en­
thusiastic as the ones at ‘Midnight 
Madness’,”  he said. “ I’ve been at 
a lot of schools. I like the quaint­
ness and closeknitness of the cam­
pus. The students are pretty into 
what they’re doing and they’re con­
scious of their work.”
As a coach, Barnes puts his em­
phasis on education and time 
management, organization and do­
ing the best you can do. And 
Barnes is going to do the best he 
can, especially in front of the fans, 
who are looking for a winning 
season.
“ I like the fact that people are 
really into it,”  he said. “ They live 
and die with every shot. It’s a dou­
ble edged sword. There are going 
to be some people who are going 
to doubt me. But it’s a part of 
coaching!”
Overall, Barnes thinks that PC 
is filled with “ really great people” 
and everyone has shown great in­
terest in the program. He’s ready 
for the season to begin.
“ The worst thing that can hap­
pen to us is to look back in March 
and say that we could’ve done bet­
ter,”  he said. “ We’re going to sur­
prise a lot o f people.”
Quinton Burton '90, Providence College Basketball I  earn By Tom Maguire
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MEN'S BASKETBALL
HERE
By Michael Castorino
Here we go again!! The college 
hoop season is about to get under­
way with all the thrills, chills, spills 
and frills.
Louisville is in the top position, 
but not by a consensus margin. 
There will be many changes in the 
national polls as the season goes
The Big Ten and the Big East 
look like the top two conferences 
in the land. The Big East enjoyed 
a superb recruiting year by pulling 
in three of the top five freshmen in 
' the country...
The University of Connecticut is 
my surprise team of. the year. 
Ranked seventh in the MC rank­
ings, the Huskies will become the 
ninth and final team to receive a 
bid to the NCAA tournament in 
the eighties. Watch for Cliff Robin­
son to teach the younger centers in 
the conference a valuable lesson.
Finally, I choose Mark Macon of 
Temple as my player of the year. 
His amazing athletic ability along 
with a superior court sense makes 
Mafon my choice. Watch for 
Alonzo Mourning (Georgetown) 
and Billy Owens (Syracuse) to 
become the two top freshmen this
1. LOUISVILLE “ Never Ner­
vous”  Pervis Ellison led his Car­
dinals to a national championship 
when he was a freshman. He is now 
a senior and he could repeat his feat 
of 1986. LaBradford Smith should 
blossom into one of the premier 
guards in the country. The Cards 
grueling non-league schedule will 
pay dividends when the taurnar 
ment rolls around.
2. MICHIGAN Last year Michigan
WE GO AGAIN: PRESEASON TOP 20
was a year .too young, this year 
they’re ready. After rusty first 
years, Terry Mills and Rumeal 
Robinson should tear up the Big 
Ten. With graceful Glenn Rice 
bringing his 22.1 ppg back, the 
Wolverines should make a  run at 
not only a league title, but the Final 
. Four too.
3. GEORGETOWN Alonzo, 
Alonzo, Alonzo. This 6’ 11”  man- 
child has become one of the most 
heralded freshman in recent years. 
Add names like Charles Smith, 
Mark Tilmon, Anthony Allen, 
Jonathan Edwards, Jaren Jackson 
and a few other Hoya blue- 
chippers, you have a potent mix. 
The last time the finals were held 
in Seattle, the Hoyas walked away 
with the title. Don’t be surprised if 
they do it again.
4. NORTH CAROLINA Return­
ing all five starters, the Tar Heels 
could bring Dean Smith his first 
National Championship since the 
Jordan-era. With J.R. Reid and 
Scott Williams leading the top 
frontcourt in the land, the Heels 
should go a long way. If King “ Un­
cle Ben’s” Rice can find a jump 
shot, they could be unstoppable.
5. IOWA The basketball crazy 
state of Iowa will have something 
to cheer about this winter. With BJ 
Armstrong and Roy Marble 
leading the way, the men in gold 
and black will win at least twenty 
games. The addition of a quality 
middle-man, 6’ 10” Matt Bullard 
gives the Hawkeyes a solid shot at 
the Big Ten title.
6. DUKE Despite the loss of Kevin 
Strickland and Billy King, the Blue 
Devils should enjoy another great 
season. With Danny Ferry and
Robert Brickey leading the charge, 
the well-coached Devils will fight 
North Carolina again for the ACC 
title.
7. CONNECTICUT Surprise, Sur­
prise, Surprise, or is it? Return five 
starters from last year’s NIT 
Championship team; add scorer 
deluxe Chris Smith and John 
Gwynn and here’s a team that will 
turn some heads (or should I say 
dunk on some heads). If Cliff 
Robinson can fit his ego into the 
Hartford Civic Center, the Huskies 
will be tough.
8. ILLINOIS This group of 
greyhounds should run up and 
down the Big Ten, challenging 
Michigan and Iowa for the top spot
MICHAEL
CASTORINO
"inTE^To^^rence-
Battle, (15.6 ppg) Lou Hensen may 
sport the best group o f athletes in 
the country. Watch Marcus Liber­
ty to emerge this year.
9. FLORIDA STATE No, Bobby 
Bowden isn’t the coach and they 
will not lose to Miami. Led by 
George McCloud (18.2 ppg), and 
three other returning starters, the 
Seminoles will have Tallahasse 
rocking to basketball style. Watch 
Tat Hunter to humiliate opponents 
with his thunder dunks.
10. OKLAHOMA Recovering 
from the upset handed to - 
Oklahoma last year in Kansas Ci­
ty is priority one. Watch for Stacey 
King to lead the country in scoring 
while Mookie Blaylock should lead 
in steals. Coach Tubbs has a foun­
tain of talent in Norman.
11. SYRACUSE Say goodbye t 
Rony Seikaly. That’s good news 
for the Big East, right? Maybe not. 
Freshman Billy Owens may be one 
of the best recruits ever to don the 
orange. With Sherman Douglas 
and Derrick Coleman returning, 
Coach Boheim will enjoy another 
fruitful season.
12. UNLV Despite the fact that the 
Runnin’ Rebs lost four starters, 
they will still field a powerful team. 
Stacey Augmon is the only return­
ing started but Tark the Shark 
always has talent. Watch for 
UNLV to win the Big West without 
much trouble.
13. MISSOURI The Tigers will not 
miss Derrick Chievous as much as 
one might think. Without Mr. 
Showboat, Missouri may have a 
chemistry that has so far eluded 
this team. Doug Smith (6’10” ) will 
have to become the leader of this 
crew. If I said the Tigers would be 
knocked out in the first round of 
the NCAA tournament, would I be 
redundant?
14. GEORGIA TECH Tom Ham­
monds is a powerhouse down low, 
if he can focus his energies in the 
right direction, watch out for Tech. 
The Yellow Jackets have three juco 
players coming into help soothe the 
loss of Duane Ferrell.
15.. TENNESSEE Dyron Nix 
thought that he was top player in 
the SEC last year. Unfortunately 
for Nix, the voters felt Will Perdue 
was. This year Nix will leave no 
doubt while the Vols take the 
weakened SEC.
16. ARIZONA Sean Elliot should 
make a run at player of the year in 
route to leading his Wildcats to a 
PAC-10 title. There is no way they 
can repeat last year’s 32-2 season,
but the sun will shine in Arizona.
17. FLORIDA If Dwayne “ I’m the 
tallest punk in America” Schintzius 
and Livingston Chatman decide to 
play the second half o f the season, 
the Gators will be tough. The 
home-grown talent coach Norm 
Sloan has brought in should pay 
off at tournament time.
18. WEST VIRGINIA It’s time for 
a change in the Atlantic 10. Chris 
Brooks and Darryl Prue must take 
their games to the next level to 
dethrone Temple. After a solid 
■ freshman year, watch for Brooks 
to become the Major Harris o f the
19. CLEMSON If  Marion Cash 
can give the Tigers a perimeter 
game and Elden Campbell con­
tinues his sterling play, Clemson 
will make the ACC a four-team
20. STANFORD It was 1942 when 
Stanford won the NCAA Tourna­
ment, the Cardinals have not par­
ticipated in the event since. Stan­
dout Todd Lichti and his other 
chums should end this streak.
TOP TEN PLAYERS
(alphabetical order)
Stacey Augmon UNLV 
Derrick Coleman Syracuse 
Sean Elliot Arizona 
Pervis Ellison Louisville 
Stacey King Oklahoma 
Mark Macon Temple 
Dyron Nix Tennessee 
J.R. Reid North Carolina 
Michael Smith BYU 
TOP FIVE FRESHMEN 
LaPhonso Ellis Notre Dame 
Alonzo Mourning Georgetown 
Billy Owens Syracuse 
Anthony Peeler Missouri 
Malik Sealy St. John’s
PROVIDENCE LINEUP
G-GS FG-AT PCT 3PT-AT PCT FT-AT PCT MP APG SPG RPG PPG
F Darryl W right, Sr., 6-5, 187 28-11 95- 255- .373 38-101 .376 62- 82 .756 26.6 2.1 1.0 4.1 10.4
New York, NY (Cardinal Hayes) 16-10 58- 133 .436 20- 49 .408 29- 43 .674 26.6 1.9 0.8 3.1 10.3
F Marty. Conlon, Jr., 6-10, 215 11-10 45- 88 .511 0- 3 .000 55- 66 .833 25.6 1.7 0.5 5.6 13.2
Bronxville, NY (Stepinac) 2- 2 9- 16 .563 0- 0 - 9 -1 1 .818 22.5 2.5 1.0 3.5 13.5
G Erie Murdock, So., 6-1, 175 28-20 114- 276 .413 27- 76 .355 45- 61 .738 27.4 3.8 3.2 3.0 10.7
Bridgewater, NJ (Raritan-West) 16-13 72- 173 .416 16- 43 .372 ' 23- 30 .767 30..8 4.7 - 3.4 3.5 11.4
F Quinton Burton, Jr., 6-5, 197 28-19 91- 170 .535 10- 22 .455 51- 67 .761 25.6 1.1 0.8 3.8 8.7
Columbia, MD (Hammond) 16- 8 48- 97 .495 2- 6 .333 23- 34 .676 25.2 1.0 0.3 3.1 S p .6
G Carlton Screen, Jr., 6-0, 158 26-11 55- 113 .487 3- 10 .300 58- 73 .795 19.2 2.8 1.2 1.2 6.6
Brooklyn, NY (Xaverian) 14- 3 20- 47 .426 0- 4 .000 17- 23 .739 14.7 1.9 0.7 1.1 4.1
F Abdul Shamsid-Deen, Jr., 6-10, 201 20-17 37- 93 .398 0- 0 - 20- 33 .606 13.9 0.2 0.4 3.2 4.7
Staten Island, NY (Totteriville) 15-15 30- 77 .390 0- 0 - 13- 23 ,565 16.0 0.3 0.5 3.2 4.9
O th e rs  R etu rn inq :
G M att Palazzi, Sr., 6-2, 190 
W orcester, MA (St. John's)
1- 0 
DNP
0- 0 0- 0 4- 4 1.000 4.0 o.o-;~ 0 .0 0.0 4.0
G N' Chris W atts, So., 6-3, 175 28- 3 30- 79 .380 15- 40 .375 17- 21 .810 13.7 1.1 0.6 1.3 3.3
Trumbull, CT (St. Joseph's) 16- 1 15- 40 .375 10- 21 .476 8- 8 1.000 15.6 1.1 0.6 1.4 3.0
F Cal Foster, Sr., 6-7, 225 17- 1 11- 34 .324 0- 0 _ '5 -  10 .500 6.9 0.0 0.2 1.9 1.6
Dayton, OH (Patterson/Vincennes JC, IN) 8- 1 3- 11 .273 0- 0 ~ 1- 2 .500 6.5 0.0 0.3 1.1 0.9
F Bryan Benham, Sr., 6-3, 195 12- 1 5- 8 .625 0- 0 - 0- 2 .000 4.9 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.8
Cartersville, GA (CHS) 8- 0 3- 4 .750 0- 0 - 0- 2 .000 ' 5.1 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.8
G Ryan Ford, S r., 6-0, 185 5- 0 0- 2 .000 0- 1 .000 0- 0 - 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 '  0.0
Olean, NY (Archbishop Walsh) 3- 0 0- 2 .000 0- 1 .000 0- 0 - 1.3 0.0 0.0 .0.0 0.0
N ot R etu rn ina :
G Delray Brooks, 6-4, 199 - elig. expired 28-28 118- 307 .384 67-182 .368 76- 89 .854 34.0 2.7 2.8 2.9 13.5
Michigan City, IN (Rogers) 16-16 70- 174 .402 42-100 .420 39- 47 .830 33.8 2.7 2.5 2.4 13.8
C Steve W right, 6-9, 209 - elig. expired 28-17 144- 289 .498 0- 0 _ 89-130 .685 25.8 0.4 0.8 6.5 13.5
Syracuse, NY (Fowler) 16-10 93- 186 .500 0- 0 - 58- 76 .763 28.4 0.7 0.8 . 7.1 15.3
PC Team 28 747-1724 .433 160-435 .368 484-640 .756 14.8 11.0 32.4 - 76.4
PC BIG EAST 16 423- 968 .437 90-224 .402 222-301 .738 14.5 9.7 29.7 72.4
PC Opponents 28 832-1680 .495 115-284 .405 530-763 .695 . 19.5 7.0 40.4 82.5
PC BIG EAST Opponents 16 466- 920 .507 70-159 .440 300-421 .713 19.1 6.3 39.2 81.4
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MEN'S BASKET ALL
THE COW L’S  FEARLESS BIG EAST 
P R E D I C T I O N S
Michael Castorino
1. Georgetown— Alonzo Mour­
ning is just one o f the ridiculously 
talented Hoyas. This team controls 
their own destiny.
2. Syracuse— Put Derrick Col­
eman and Sherman Douglas 
together with a prime-time 
recruiting class and you come up 
with humiliated opponents.
3. Connecticut— The Huskies 
have made the move to big time. 
Cliff Robinson and Phil* Gamble 
should lead the NIT champions to ; 
the BIG tournament.
4. Villanova— The backcourt 
duo of Doug West and Kenny 
Wilson will help . keep Coach 
Massamino’s blood pressure down. 
Tom Gries m ust continue 
improving.
5. St. Johns— Despite losing 
their backcourt, a rich crop of New 
York City talent should keep the 
Redmen respectable. A  team of the 
fu ture..
6. Pittsburgh— Jason Matthews 
and Rod Brookins could lead the 
graduation depleted Panthers to 
the tournament.
7. Boston College— Dana Bar-» 
ros could be the BIG EAST player 
of the year. New players will help 
the Eagles soar to new heights.
8. Providence— Please forgive 
me. The Friars have to prove 
themselves all over again. I hope 
they prove me wrong.
9. Seton Hall— The Pirates 
escape from the BIG EAST base­
ment will be short lived. The loss 
of Bryant, Major and Salley leaves 
a hole too big to fill.
by Renee Duff
1. Georgetown— When you 
return six of your top eight scorers, 
combine that with one of the na­
tions strongest recruiting classes 
and John Thompson, how can you 
go wrong?
2. Connecticut— Returning all 
- o f their starting lineup along with
Cliff Robinson at center, this could 
be the team to beat come .tourna­
ment time.
3. Villanova— Whether the 
Wildcats can “ find a way”  this 
season and try for the NCAA again 
will depend on Gries, Wilson and 
Wests’ performances.
4. Syracuse— The most uncer­
tain spot is center, and that’s where 
I’ll put them. With Seikaly’s depar­
ture, questions of who’ll play there 
and anywhere else have been flying.
5. Seton Hall— Though hit hard 
by graduation, P .J. Carlesimo may 
be able to live up to last year’s 
praise and ^ finish in a decent 
position..
6. Pittsburgh— Don’t expect the 
impossible from a team that lost 
names like Smith, Lane and Gore, 
but they definitely aren’t  heading 
for a disaster.
7. Boston College— With Barros 
returning, he could be the key to 
a new trend in B.C. basketball.
8. Providence— Anything can 
happen here- we’ll just have to have 
faith and wait & see.
9. St. Johns— Looking to 
rebuild the backcourt with a group - 
o f freshman may give this "team 
some problems when it comes 
down to the wire.
By John Lipuma
I.Syracuse— The Orangemen 
will rise to the BIG EAST title for 
two reasons: One, Derrick Col­
eman is about to erupt for a Walter 
Berry type of year. Two, Sherman 
Douglas will vent out his anger
from being cut by John Thompson 
for the Olympic team by lighting it 
up every game he plays.
2. Georgetown— Talented. 6-10 
freshman Alonzo Mourning is 
already being compared to Pat Ew­
ing, but the Hoyas inconsistent 
shooting will plague them. ,
3. Villanova— ’Nova isn’t 
flashy, but they play good, solid 
basketball. The senior backcourt of 
West and Wilson and a beefed up 
7-2 Tom Gries puts the Wildcats 
just a step below Syracuse and 
Georgetown.
4. Connecticut— They return all 
five starters and they won the NIT 
last year. Could make the NCAA 
tourney in ’89.
5. Providence— A change in at­
titude is more powerful than most 
people believe. After the Friars 
dismal season last year, they can 
only go one way; up. Rick Barnes 
has made basketball fun again for 
the 88-89 Friars, and their play will 
show it. If  PC gets off to a fast 
start, watch out. A winning at­
titude is contagious.
6. Seton Hall— This is a gift. 
The Pirates will crumble without 
Mark Bryant-they are without his 
scoring, leadership and clutch play.
7. Pittsburgh— No team can lose 
a Lane, Smith and Gore and re­
bound the next season. Sean Miller 
is solid, but he’s no franchise.
8. St. Johns—Tough times lay 
ahead for Louie. The loss of 
Harvey and Porter has taken, the 
wind right out o f his sails.
9. Boston College— BC and 
Dana Barros are one in the same. 
He can’t  do it alone.
By Steve Foster
1) Georgetown- Alonzo Mourning
could be the single biggest impact 
player in the Big East since Partrick 
Ewing. He’ll bring the inside game 
back to the Hoyas. Also, John 
Thompson no longer has the USA 
team on the back o f his mind. G- 
Town will be a national title 
contender.
2) Syracuse- The Big East’s second 
best freshman will come in the 
form of Billy Owens. He can play 
anywhere on the court. Combined 
with Douglas and Coleman the 
Orangemen could be a force. 
However, Jimmy Boeheim will 
never win the big one!
3) Villanova- Seniors Doug West, 
Kenny Wilson and Gary Massey 
will combine with a much im­
proved Tom Greis to show that last 
year 24-13 record was no fluke. 
Watch' for Rollie’s magic to 
surprise.
4) Connecticut- 6-11 senior center 
Cliff Robinson leads a veteran 
UCONN team coming off a season 
which saw the 20-14 Huskies cap­
ture the NIT. Fellow seniors 
McCloud and George will have to 
have big seasons for UCONN to 
repeat last year’s performance.
5) Pittsburgh- Take away Smith, 
Gore and Lane and what do you 
have? Two sophomores named 
Miller and Matthews. Good, but 
not nearly enough to contend for 
the top.
6) Providence College- Backcourt 
is strong with Murdock, Screen and 
Watts. However, the frontcourt 
won’t  be able to compete against 
the Mournings and Colemans of 
the conference. Rick Barnes will 
turn last year’s disaster around, but 
it will be three seasons before the 
Friars will see the Final Four again.
7) Boston College- Dana Barros is 
another great impact player.
Beasley and Benton will need big 
years for BC to surprise anyone, 
however Barros will keep them out 
of the cellar.
8) St. John’s- Louie lost Baldi, 
Porter, Harvey and Lewis in the 
off-season, and Prop 48 will keep 
freshman guard Chuck Sproling 
and his 34 ppg out for this season. 
Who does he have left? Not enough 
to do anything this year. Sorry, 
Lou.
9) Seton Hall- The loss of 
dominator Mark Bryant, James 
Major and Martin Salley leave the 
Pirates in the dumps of 9th place. 
P.J. will have to suffer through this 
one and wait for 6-9 sophomore 
Anthony Avent, Prop 48 victim, to 
come of age.
By Phil Barret
1. Syracuse— So much talent 
and experience. Nobody has better 
athletes. Best recruiting class in the 
BIG EAST. Billy Owens is NICE.
2. Georgetown^- Alonzo could 
be one of the top players in the 
country this year. Always suc­
cessful with non-stop pressure.
3. Connecticut— Cliff Robinson 
is an NBA first rounder and will 
control inside. Phil Gamble from 
the outside and Tate George on the 
point will control the tempo.
4. Villanova— Gries resurging. 
Doug West and Kenny Wilson are 
very talented, but will they 
produce?
5. Pittsburgh— Lane and Smith 
are'too much to lose; Matthews, 
Brookins and top caliber player 
Bobby Martin will take up some 
slack.
6. St. Johns— Harvey and 
Porter lost to grades, Jones to 
graduation. Malik Sealy will be a 
huge bright spot.
7. Seton Hall— Heavy loses to 
graduation, but athletes are in 
abundance.
8. Providence— Must play hard 
every game. Guards will carry the 
team. Marvin Saddler will help in­
side play, along with Bragg.
9. Boston College— Dana Bar­
ros will go off. Coroy Beasley has 
exciting ups, but after that...
1987-88 BIG EAST STANDINGS
(final)
W
BIG EAST 
L PCT W
Overall
L PCT
Pittsburgh 12 4 .750 24 7 .774
Syracuse 11 5 .688 26 9 .743
Georgetown 9 7 ' .563 20 10 .667
Villanova 9 .. 7 .563 ' 24 13 .649
St. John’s 8 8 .500 17 12 .586
Seton Hall 8 8 .500 22 13 .629
Boston College 6 10 .375 18 15 .545
Providence 5 .313 17 .393
Connecticut 4 12 .250 20 14 .588
BLOCK SHOT LEADERS -  BIG EAST
OVERALL G BLK AVG HI1. Greis,Torn Villanova University 16 43 2.7 9
2. Seikaly.Rony Syracuse University 16 36 2.3 7Smith,Charles University of Pittsburgh 16 37 2.3 4
4. Coleman.Derrick Syracuse University 16 30 1.9 7
5. Wright,Steve Providence College 16 26 1.6 5
6. Jones,Shelton St. John's University 16 24 1.5 3
7. Robinson.Cliff University of Connecticut 20 1.3 9
8. Shamsid-Deen.Ab Providence College 15 18 1.2 29. Scott,Tyrone Boston College 16 18 1.1 4Ramos,Ramon Seton Hall University 16 18
Highsmith.Ronni Georgetown University 14 15 1.1 5
INDIVIDUAL SCORING -  BIG EAST
STEALS LEADERS -  BIG EAST
OVERALL
1. Murdock,Eric Providence College 16 55
2. Smith,Charles Georgetown University
3. Brooks,Delray Providence College 16 404. Morton,John Seton Hall University 16 375. Massey,Gary Villanova University 16 296. Lane,Jerome University of Pittsburgh 16. 27
7. Porter,Michael St. John's University 16 25
8. McDonald,Perry Georgetown University 16 24
9. Doug las,Sherman Syracuse University 16 25
Smith,Charles University of Pittsburgh 16 23
1 Barros^Dana -Rn«nn ml i G FG FGA PCT 3FG FGA PCT FT FTA PCT PTS >VG HI
2: Bryant"hark -SetoTnat S J v e r . i t /  6 ^ 2 4 1  o '539 ^  83 0-867 350 « • *  34
I ' r s  sssks tins asss sars
l- T T  5 '»'% o!425 »: 4 E £ Sim 1£ Si £
7! Lanl ! ^  -Univa^-'w nf C i iT T ’T  88-217 0-406 0- 0 0.000 79-115 0.687 255 15.9 24
8. Wright,Steve -Providence CouCCC !  ll'l™ ° -512 °" 3 °-000 75-113 °-652 249 15.6 29
9. Doug las, Sherman- Syracuse Uni veCiW  «  H ‘ f f  0-500 °- 0 °-000 58- 76 ° -7«  244 15.3 26
10. Thoapso;,Steve -Sy r l Z e  S  f  111 0-“ I  7- 20 ° '350 57- 78 0.760 236 15.2 22
Porter Michael - «  John's >  18 93-162 0.559 1- 1 1.000 50- 84 0.595 237 14.8 26
12. Selkaly.Rony -Syracuse Universin ' «  £ '! ! ?  0-562 6- 18 0-400 41- 51 0.804 237 14.8 23
13. Coleman Derrick-Svracuse l l n w !  C! ’!  91-175 0.520 0- 0 0.000 51- 88 0.580 233 14.6 22
14. T i l Z I  itart 4 0-250 59- 93 0.634 230 14.4 20
15. Brooks,Delray -Providence College * 16 ™ \V. 0-452 ?8'  74 0-378 35 '  54 °-648 223 13-9 35
16. West,Do.ug -Villanova Unive^tty «  ! ? 'm  ° -4?2 42-100 ° -42° 39- 47 0-830 221 13-8 28
i s s  «»» « = s:« ss:s ss:s
“skm I  *5™ S.KS
21. Greis Tom -v.llonev. 16 75-169 0.444 5- 11 0.455 49- 61 0.803 204 12.8 21
22. WilsonJCenny -Villanova 16 80-142 °-563 0 0.000 38- 56 0.679 198 12.4 21
23 B e n d ’S  m i , ^  16 55-131 ° '420 » -  «  0.409 69- 83 0.831 197 12 3 22
24. Harvey^reg S t JohC-i UMversitv u  Z 'lT j 25" 50 0-500 27- 32 O-844 192 12-0 22
25. Murdock Eric -Provide,™ m l1 V . 65-140 °-464 14-290.483 22-250.880 16611.9 21
. e College 16 72-173 0.416 16- 43 0.372 23- 30 0.767 183 11 4 19
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PC’s Newest Dynamic Duo
By Kim Rainis
As basketball season quickly ap­
proaches,-all heads in the Civic 
Center will turn in anticipation 
towards PC’s newest faces on the 
court - Marques Bragg and Marvin 
Saddler. Will these young players 
provide the spark needed to ignite 
the dormant Friars of the 87-88 
season who were unfortunately 
plagued with numerous coaching 
problems, player disputes and 
overall discord? Both freshman 
players agree that a “ definite turn 
around” is the goal set in their 
minds, as well as the rest o f the 
team and coaching staff.
Marques “ Marley” Bragg, a 
6’6” , 210 lb. hoopster, comes to 
the PC franchise from Clifford 
Scott High School in East Orange, 
New Jersey. Bragg chose Pro­
vidence because it was in the Big 
East Conference and because: 
. “ Seton Hall was practically around 
the corner from my house.”  Play­
ing the position of “ power”  for­
ward, (the forward whose back is 
always towards the basket and 
whose job it is to mix the action up 
under the boards), Bragg comes to 
PC with a set o f astonishing 
statistics. In just three seasons, he 
was able to score 1053 points and 
go up to the boards for a  total of
871 rebounds. In his Senior year 
alone, Bragg averaged 25.9 points 
and 17.9 rebounds per game. Dur­
ing his high school basketball 
career, Bragg was awarded many 
honors including being named to 
Second Team All-Stat, First Team 
All-Group 3, First Team All- 
Conference and First Team All- 
City. He was also a member of the 
varsity football team on which he 
played both offense and defense 
and the President of his Junior 
class. On top o f all these outstan­
ding attributes, Bragg also 
graduated in the top ten percent of 
his class (20/200). According to 
Head Coach Rick Barnes, Bragg is 
a “ bruiser who can bang with 
anyone.”  Bragg is anxiously look­
ing forward to NCAA play and 
promises a great season for the 
players and the fans.
The other member of PC’s new 
“ Dynamic Duo” , is 6’7” , 220 lb. 
Marvin Saddler who hails from St. 
Joseph’s High School in Trumbull, 
CT. As a junior, Saddler showed 
great promise as he managed to ac­
cumulate 18.8 points and 15 re­
bounds per game. As a senior, Sad­
dler not only averaged 22 points 
and 15.5 rebounds, per game but, 
also managed to block 98 shots set­
ting a season record. A t St.
Joseph’s he became the school’s 
third all-time scorer (knocking 
teammate of the past and present, 
Chris Watts, out of the Top Three) 
and became the second player ever 
to score 1000 points amd grab 1000 
rebounds. Saddler was awarded 
numerous honors as a result o f his 
stellar high school basketball per­
formances including High 
Honorable Mention All-America, 
Two-Time MVP Connecticut Con­
ference, Two-Time All-State (“ It 
represents the entire state and is, 
perhaps, the most difficult to be 
named to.” ) Saddler chose PC over 
Boston College, Connecticut, and 
Tennessee because of the “ strong 
family setting apparent in the 
organization itself and between the 
closeness o f the players.”  He also 
states that he is looking forward to 
playing with his past teammate 
Chris Watts because they are 
“ familiar with each other’s style 
and playing patterns which makes 
it easier to achieve harmony and 
success on the court.”
Will the optimistic attitudes and 
talents o f these players affect the 
PC Friars this season? Most fans 
think so and look to them as the 
bridge gapping the space between 
the past’s failures and future’s
Coach Barnes (right) and John Marinatto.
Boston Connecticut
Syracuse Villanova
Carlton Screen ’90. Pholo by Thomas F. Maguire, Jr.
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1988-89 FRIAR PREVIEW
By Scott Pianowski
If one thing is certain about the 
1988-89 Friar icemen, it is this: 
youth will be served. With some 
key losses, especially on offense, 
the fate of this year’s club will de­
pend heavily on some very talented 
freshmen and sophomores.
“ We’re a young team, no doubt 
about it, ” admits head coach Mike 
McShane, entering his fourth 
season behind the Friar bench. 
“ The new freshmen will certainly 
get a chance to play.”
Sorely missed will be last year’s 
co-captains, Gord Cruikchank (29 
goals) and Shawn Whitman, who 
have graduated. Winger Tom Fitz­
gerald (19 goals), who opted for 
pro hockey, will also be missed. 
That trio combined for 56 of the 
135 goals the Friars scored last 
year, a whopping 41 percent. 
McShane looks to  his all­
sophomore first line Mario Aube 
(11-9-20), Lyle Wildgoose 
(12-19-31, including a seven point 
effort), and Pat Madigan (7-12-19) 
to pick up some of that slack.
“ I expect this line to surprise 
some people,”  said McShane, con­
cerning his young but talented top­
line. “ They’ll do a good-job.”
McShane also has high expecta­
tions for his second line, which 
teams sophomore Paul Flaherty 
(7-8-15) with promising freshman 
Rob Gaudreau and Mike Boback. 
“ Mike looks like he’ll make a  lot 
o f things happen; he’s a great 
playmaker,”  notes McShane.
‘ ‘And Gaudreau has all the tools to 
be a goal scorer in this league.” 
Throw in Flaherty, one of the top 
hustlers in Hockey East, and you 
have the makings for a very pro­
lific line, indeed.
The third line teams assistants 
captain John Ferguson and junior 
winger John Butterworth with 
sophomore Mike Dempsey. This 
line should produce many bruises 
on the bodies of Hockey East foes, 
as all three like to play the physical.
Defense could be key
One area in which the Friars ap­
pear to be very deep is in the defen­
sive core. Headed by Friar captain 
and all-american candidate, senior 
Jim Hughes (8-22-30), the Friars 
start the season with five capable 
veterans along with two promising 
freshmen blueliners.
Hughes is a highly skilled player 
Who is very strong in his own end 
as well as on the Friar power play, 
he will also provide needed leader­
ship to this young Friar squad. 
Paul Saundercook (3-3-6) and Joe 
DiGiacomo (0-3-3) are two juniors 
who both played in over thirty 
games last year and will see lots of 
ice time - this. year. Sophomore 
Larry Rooney (1-9-10) will also, be 
counted upon by Coach McShane, 
as will junior Steve Higgins.
Adding to the Friars talented 
defense core are incoming 
freshman Shaun Kane and Jeff 
Robison. Kane is a skilled two-way 
player, while Robison is a stellar
defenseman. Both will log many 
minutes for the Friars this year. 
They combine with the veterans to 
make this position the strongest on 
the Friars as the season begins.
McShane also has depth in the 
goaltending position, which boasts 
experienced juniors Matt Merten 
(8-11-1, 4.52) and Mark Romaine 
(5-7-4). Both will see significant ac­
tion this year. With consistent 
goaltending, the Friars could be 
poised for another marked im­
provement in the standings.
What does McShane see as keys 
for the upcoming season? “ We 
first o f all need a healthy season, 
that’s always important,”  explains 
McShane. ’’With solid goaltending 
and impact from some of the 
freshmen, we could surprise some 
people. If we can stay in contention 
for the first half, we should be 
much improved come the second 
half o f the year.
Much improved indeed, as 
McShane will get back four 
talented juniors, Rick Bennett, Jeff 
Serowik, Todd Whittemore, and 
Dave Guden. Bennett and Serowik, 
in particular, will be a tremendous 
lift.
The Friars have a lot o f ability, 
and if many of the question marks 
fall into place, they could ex­
perience another pronounced im­
provement as a year ago. With 
many talented icemen on this year’s 
roster, they promise to give the 
faithful at Schneider Arena another 
exciting year. Head Coach Mike McShane. Photo by Thomas F. Maguire, Jr.
1 9 8 7 - 8 8  F IN A L  S T A T IS T IC S
OVERALL HOCKEY EAST
NO NAME GP G A PTS P/PEN PP SH GW GP G A. PTS P/MIN PP
17 Gord Cruickshank 36 29 16 45 14/31 6 0 5 26 21 11 32 4
12 Tom Fitzgerald 36 19 15 34 25/50 8 0 2 26 14 11 25
18 LYLE WILDGOOSE 33 12 19 31 23/54 3 1 0 25 10 13 23
6 JIM HUGHES 36 8 22 30 30/68 2 0 0 26 5 15 20 21/42
11 RICK BENNETT 33 9 16 25 27/70 4 0 1 23 7 12 19 17/42
21 Andy Mattice 34 9 16 25 12/24 2 0 1 24 4 11 15
4 Shawn Whitham 29 8 17 25 34/71 4 0 1 24 7 14 21 27/54
20 MARIO AUBE 30 11 9 20 9/18 0 1 1 22 7 4 11
19 PAT MADIGAN 35 7 12 19 10/20 1 1 0 26 6 9 15
10 PAUL FLAHERTY 35 7 8 15 18/36 2 0 1 25 3 5 8 13/26 1
14 TODD WHITTEMORE 34 5 10 15 ' 15/38 0 1 1 26 5 7
9 JEFF SEROWIK 33 3 9 12 22/44 1 0 0 26 3 8 11 19/38
5 LARRY ROONEY 33 t 9 10 13/34 0 0 0 23 0 6 6 8/16
25 PAULSAUNDERCOOK 36 3 3 6 18/36 0 0 0 26 3 2 5
31 JOHN BUTTERWORTH 36 2 4 6 . 16/32 0 0 0 26 1 3 4
7 DAVID GUDEN 34 1 5 6 4/8 0 0 0 24 0 5 5
23 JOHN FERGUSON 34 0 5 5 10/31 0 0 0 24 0 3 3 7/25
26 MIKE DEMPSEY 14 1 2 3 11/22 0 0 0 10 1 1 2
8 JOE DIGIACOMO 30 0 3 3 2/4 0 0 0 24 0 3 3 0/0
29 MATT MERTEN 25 0 1 1 4/8 0 0 0 17 0 1
1 MARK ROMAINE 19 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 14 0 0 0
2 STEVE HIGGINS 10 0 0 0 3/6 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
22 TIM ALLEN 8 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
15 RICH NEWAR 7 0 0 0 2/4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
BENCH 5/10 4/8
PROVIDENCE TOTALS 36 135 201 336 333/725 33 f 13 26 97 145 242 231/492
Opponents Totals 36 165 260 425 275/577 50 ib 18 26 119 189 308 201/423 36 6 13
NO GOALTENDER GP MIN GA so svs SV% AVG
1 MARK ROMAINE 19 883 60(2) 0 328 .845 4.08
(Hockey East) 14 681 48(1) 0 273 .1350
29 MATT MERTEN 25 1328 100 (3) 1 608 .857 4.52
(Hockey East) 17 931 67(3) 1 439 .1368 4.32 5- 8-1
PROVIDENCE TOTALS 36 2212 165 (5) 1 936 .850 4.48
(Hockey East) 26 1643 119(4) 1 712 .849
Opponents Totals 36 2214 135 (2) 0 1126 .893
(Hockey East) 26 1644 97 (2) 0 817 .894
Number in ( )  denotes empty net  goals. Empty net goals are included in team totals
NAMES IN CAPS DENOTE RETURNING PLAYERS
SCORING BY PERIODS 1 2 3 OT TOTAL
PROVIDENCE 35 48 51 1 135 3.75
Opponents 62 52 51 0 165 4.58
SHOTS BY PERIOD 1 2 3 OT TOTAL AVERAGE
PROVIDENCE 380 427 419 35 1261
Opponents 355 368 355 23 1101 30.6
POWER PLAY: 33 for 152, 21.7% overall (Hockey East - 26 for 109, 23.9%)
PENALTY KILLING: 162 o f 212, 76.4% overall (Hockey East - 111 of 147, 75.5%)
RECORD WHEN SCORING FIRST: 18 Times (7-7-4)
OVERALL: (13-18-5) Home: (8-4-4) Away: (5-13-1) Neutral: (0-1-0)
HOCKEY EAST: (8-13-5) Home: (6-3-4) Away: (2-10-1) Neutral: (0-0-0)
VS. HOCKEY EAST: (9-10-3) Home: (5-2-2) Away: (4- 8-1) Neutral: (0-0-0)
VS. WCHA: (1- 5-2) Home: (1-1-2) Away: (0- 4-0) Neutral: (0-0-0)
VS. INDEPENDENTS: (2- 1-0) Home: (1-1-0) Away: (1- 0-0) Neutral: (0-0-0)
VS.-ECAC: (1- 2-0) Home: (1-0-0) Away: (0- 1-0) Neutral: (0-1-0)
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Co-captain John FergusonCo-captain Jim Hughes
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High Expectations for Kane
By Pete Mayer
When the PC hockey Friars lost 
defenseman Shawn Whitman to 
graduation last May, Shawn Kane 
was just getting ready to step in on 
the Providence defense. Kane, a 
freshman from  Holyoke, 
Massachusetts, will wear number 4 
for the Friars this year and will fill 
in as a dominating physical 
presence on the Friars blue line. At 
6’3” , 190 lbs, he can smother an 
offensive attack or start one of his 
own.
“ Hopefully, I can contribute of­
fensively. The team needs some 
scorers,” said Kane. In a Hockey 
East exhibition game against 
Lowell, he contributed a goal and 
an assist in a 2-0 Friar win. Coach 
Mike McShane has put Kane on the 
2nd power play unit, in hopes of 
utilizing Kane’s booming shot and 
fine play-making ability. Last year 
for the Springfield Olympics of the 
New England Junior Hockey 
League, he scored 56 points in 45 
games.
With his own offensive input, 
Kane feels this season will be a 
good one for the Friars, “ if we can 
hold on in the first half of the 
season.” The loss of four players 
due to academic and disciplinary 
reasons has hurt the Friars early 
and since their return won’t  be un­
till late December, Kane and the 
rest of the team will have to pick 
up the pace. Kane said, “it’s going 
to pull us together, and we’ll have 
to stick together in order to be 
successful.”
Kane will be one of the top 6 
defensemen this year, and he 
credits the older players on the 
team for helping him fit in. “ The 
guys have really taken the freshmen 
under their wings. I was first paired 
with (captain) Jimmy Hughes, and 
he’s helped me a lot,” said Kane.
Along with the Friar fans keep­
ing an eye on Kane this year, 
another man has a keen interest in 
the freshman’s year. Lou Nanne, 
general manager of the Minnesota
North Stars, made Shawn Kane his 
3rd round pick in the year’s NHL 
entry draft. “ I know it’s going to 
take a lot of hard work to make the 
pros,”  said Kane. Nanne has told 
Kane to develop his skills here at 
PC, and the Stars’ scouts will keep 
an eye on him.
As for wearing Whitman’s 
number 4 Kane said, “ I’ve worn 
number 4 all my life, so I ’m think­
ing about who wore it before but 
who is wearing it now. I put a lot 
o f pressure on myself.”  Some of 
Kane’s hits this year will remind PC 
hockey faithful of Whitman, while 
some of his rushes will remind New 
England hockey followers of 
another great defenseman who 
wore number 4: Bobby Orr. The 
Friars face EC AC foe St. Lawrence 
Friday night at Schneider Arena 
before embarking on a three game 
road trip against Boston Universi­
ty, Minnesota-Duluth, and the top 
team in the country, Minnesota.
Shaun Kane
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Hockey East: No Runaway This Time
By Scott Pianowski
Last year, the Hockey East race 
was not a particularly close one, as 
the Maine Black Bears clinched the 
league title on Feb. 6 (the earliest 
in HE history), ending Boston Col­
lege’s three-year reign. However, 
Maine coach Shawn Walsh looks 
for a tight race to the wire this time 
around.
“This should be the closest race 
we’ve ever had,”  said last year’s 
Hockey East coach-of-the-year. 
“ Every single team could con­
ceivably finish first or second. 
There will be great parity.”  Other 
coaches agree.
“ You could roll the dice for the 
top three spots,”  explains Boston 
University coach Jackie Parker, 
whose Terriers should be in that 
top three.
“ I don’t think it will be a 
runaway like last year,”  adds 
Northeastern’s FerhFlaman. “ It’s 
there for every team, and that is 
what will make this league great.” 
Here are how the teams stack up, 
as Hockey East gets ready for its 
fifth season:
Predicted Order of Finish:
1. ) Maine
2. ) Boston College
3. ) Boston University
4. ) Northeastern
5. ) Providence College
6. ) New Hampshire
7. ) Lowell
1.) Maine Black Bears:
Shawn Walsh’s Black Bears won 
the regular season title in a walk 
last year, finishing 14 points ahead
of second place Northeastern, but 
this year it won’t  be nearly as easy. 
Gone are three All-Americans— 
center Mike Golden, defenseman 
Jack Capuano, and last year’s 
player-of-the-year in Hockey East, 
Mike McHugh. However, return­
ing to the fold this year are Hobey 
Baker Award candidate Dave Ca­
puano, the league’s leading scorer 
last year with 34-51-85 goals- 
assists-points numbers; and last 
year’s freshman-of-the-year, Mario 
Thyer (24-42-66). They combine 
with winger Christian LaLo.nde 
(20-31-51) to make up Hockey 
East’s most dangerous line.
Maine has another strong point 
in goal, which is the domain of 
junior Scott King (25-5-1 record, 
3.10 gaa), another all-Hockey-East 
selection from a year ago. Incom­
ing freshman Keith Carney 
(defense) and Martin Robitaiile 
(center) are expected to get Its of 
playing time this season.
2.)Boston College Eagles:
Last year was the first season in. 
Hockey East’s four year history 
that Len Ceglarski’s Eagles did not 
find themselves perched atop the 
league standings at yea 
However, Ceglarski has a good 
nucleus to work with this year, 
eluding senior goalie and 
captain David Littman (11-16-2 
4.03), senior defenseman and 
captain Paul Marshall (12-23-35) 
and sophomore center David Em­
ma (19-16-35). The return of 
sophomore defenseman Greg 
Brown (10-27-37 in 86-87), who 
spent last season on the US Olym­
pic Team, is a plus.
As always, Ceglarski has ; 
superb recruiting class. However, 
the gem of that class, Thayer 
Academy star Jeremy Roenick, in­
stead opted for a pro hockey right 
before training camp. Center Steve 
Heinze (a Bruins third-round 
choice in 1988), and defenseman 
Joe Cleary are two who are ex­
pected to make their presence felt.
The Eagles should be back in the 
hunt this season, after last year’s 
disappointing finish at Chestnut 
Hill. Eagle fans trekking to the new 
Conte Forum will not be disap­
pointed by the maroon and gold 
this year.
3.) Boston University:
Last year, with ten freshman on 
the roster, Jackie Parker’s Terriers 
got off to a poor start, dropping 
five straight at one point. However, 
the Terriers then caught fire, win­
ning nine of eleven. Coming into 
the Hockey East playoffs in a high, 
they then were stunned by the Pro­
vidence Friars 3-2 and 6-4 for an /  
early exit from the post-season^/
This year, Parker’s boys should 
be a force to be reckoned wifh. The 
top seven Terrier scorers return, 
headed by senior captain Mike 
Kelfer (26-27-53), junior center 
Mike Sullivan (18-22-40), and 
sophomore winger Joe Sacco 
(14-22-36). Shawn McEachern and 
David Sacco (Joe’s brother) head 
a list o f four outstanding 
Massachusetts schoolboys that will 
be wearing the red-and-white this 
season.
If Parker gets a solid season 
from sophomore netminder John 
Bradley (4-4-0, 4.5999), his troop
HOCKEY EAST
FINAL 1987-88 HOCKEY EAST STANDINGS
HOCKEY EAST 
W L T PTS GF GA
OVERALL 
W L T GF GA
Maine 20 4 2 42 159 90 34 8 2 259 144
Northeastern 13 9 4 30 115 107 20 13 4 155 142
Boston University 11 12 3 25 116 117 , 14 17 3 150 154
Lowell 12 14 0 24 111 119 20 17 2 165 166
Boston College 10 14 2 22 104 119 13 18 3 130 151
PROVIDENCE 8 13 ■ 5 21 97 119 13 18 5 135 165
New Hampshire 6 18 2 14 86 128 , 7 20 3 101 146
HOCKEY EAST PLAYOFF RESULTS
FIRST ROUND SEMI-FINALS
PROVIDENCE 3 Boston University 2 
PROVIDENCE 6 Boston University 4 
Providence wins total goal series, 9-6 
Boston College 3 Lowell 3 
Boston College 2 Lowell 5 
Lowell wins total goal series. 8-5
PROVIDENCE 5 Maine 6
PROVIDENCE 2 Maine 11
Maine wins total goal series, 17-7
Lowell 1 Northeastern 3
Lowell 2 Northeastern 1
Northeastern wins total goal series, 4-3
could be the team to beat in 
Hockey East this year.
4. ) Northeastern:
The winners of last year’s 
Hockey East Tournament, with a 
thrilling 4-3 win over favored 
Maine, will have a lot of question 
marks this season. Tournament 
MVP, and All-American goalie 
Bruce Racine (11-7-4, 3.84), a four- 
yearstandout, will be sorely miss­
ed. His spot will be taken by senior 
Rich Burchill (only 6 GP last year), 
or highly touted freshman Tom 
Cole, from Woburn, Mass. Coach 
Fern Fleman also will miss his top 
two scorers from last year, Kevin 
Heffernan and David O’Brien, as 
well as defensemen Brian Dowd 
and Claude Lodin, all of whom' 
have graduated.
Junior Harry Mews (16-23-39), 
one of the league’s trickiest 
playmakers, will provide scoring 
punch, as will captain Dave-Buda 
/(21-16-37) and Brian Sullivan 
(20-12-32). However, it will be the 
play of whoever emerges as the 
starting goaltender, as well as the 
defensive core, that will dictate 
how far the Huskies go this year.
5 . ) Providence College (see 
separate article)
6. ) New Hampshire:
When you finish seventh in a 
seven team league, you can’t  get 
any worse. That’s the good news 
for'Wildcat fans this year, as Bob 
Cullen’s crew hopes to improve on 
last year’s dismal record.
Cullen is a story himself, having
recovered from a heart transplant. 
He points to his experienced goalie 
tandem of Pat Morrison (HE all­
freshman last year) and Pat Szturm 
as a strong point. Another all­
freshman choice from a  year ago, 
Chris Winnes (17-199-36), is a  ris­
ing star. Junior Jeff Lazaro 
(4-13-17) anchors an inexperienced 
defense.
Freshman recruit Dominic 
Amodeo, Joe Flanagan, and Adam 
Hayes will be given ice time this 
year to help last year’s lowest scor­
ing team in the league. The ’Cats 
will be improved, but a finish 
higher that sixth is asking toe 
much.
7.) Lowell Chiefs:
No question, the Lowell chiefs 
were hit hard by graduation. Nini 
Chiefs, all impact players, art 
gone, headed by Hockey East’s all 
time leading scorer, Jon Morris 
(177 pts) and starting goalie Dav< 
Delfino (14-14-1, 4.22). What’, 
left?
Coach Bill Riley, entering hi 
20th year at Lowell, does boast; 
couple of snipers in forward Crai; 
Charron (22-18-40), and Jef 
Flaherty (27-12-39). However, th 
forward ranks drop o ff sharpl 
after that, and goals could be 
problem. Riley believes that senio 
goalie Ken Stein and freshma 
Mark Richards will do a capabl 
job in net, but they may not be abl 
to compensate for a weak chief ai 
tack. A rebuilding year.
CHAMPIONSHIP 
Northeastern 4 Maine 3
ALL FRESHMAN TEAM
Goal - Pat Morrison, New Hampshire 
Defense - Will Averill, Northeastern 
Defense - Tom Dion, Boston University 
Forward - David Emma, Boston College 
Forward - Mario Thyer, Maine 
Forward - Chris Winnes, New Hampshire 
COACH OF THE YEAR - Shawn Walsh, Maine 
PLAYER OF-THE YEAR - Mike McHugh, Maine 
FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR - Mario Thyer
PENALTY KILLING 
TEAM GA ATT PCT
New-Hampshire 28 132 .788
Maine 31 139.. .777
Northeastern: 35 156 ,776
Bbsfon College 28 125 .776
PROVIDENCE 36 147 .755
Boston University 34' 134 .746
Lowell 30 117 .744
1987-88 PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
1. David Littman G Boston College
2. Peter Fish G Boston University
3. Mike McHugh LW
4. David Buda RW Northeastern-
5. GORD CRUICKSHANK C PROVIDENCE
6. Mike Rossetti LW New Hampshire
7. David O'Brien C Northeastern
8. Jon Morris c Lowell
9. David Capuano RW Maine
10. David Capuano RW Maine
11. Mike Kelfer C * Boston University
12. Kevin Heffernan - C Northeastern
13. Mike McHugh LW Maine
14. LYLE WILDGOOSE LW PROVIDENCE
15. Jeff Flaherty RW Lowell
16. David Littman G Boston College
17. Jeff Flaherty RW Lowell
18. GORD CRUICKSHANK C PROVIDENCE
POWER PLAY EFFICIENCY
TEAM . GF ATT PCT
Maine 45 153 .281
PROVIDENCE 26 109 .239
Northeastern 33 144 .229
Lowell 27 119 .227
Boston College 29 133 .218
Boston University 31 150 .207
New Hampshire 18 134 .134
1987-88 HOCKEY EAST 
ALL-STAR TEAM
FIRST TEAM POS SECOND TEAM
Scott King, Maine G David Littman, Boston College
Jack Capuano, Maine D Carl Valimont, Lowell
Brian Dowd, Northeastern D Claude Lodin, Northeastern
Mike McHugh, Maine F Mike Golden, Maine
David Capuano, Maine F Mike Kelfer, Boston University
David O'Brien, Northeastern F Dan Shea, Boston College
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1 9 8 8  8 9  SCH ED U LE 1987-88  RESULTS
OCTOBER 13-18-5 Overall
28 BOSTON COLLEGE
NOVEMBER 3 > 1 ,[_
4 ST. LAWRENCE
8 at Boston University LOWELL
11 at Minnesota-Dululh NORTHEASTERN
at New Hampshire T
MINNESOTA-DULUTH
19 MAINE 
26 at Lowell
DECEMBER L
3 NEW HAMPSHIRE ST. CLOUD STATE
7 MERRIMACK NEW HAMPSHIRE
10 LOWELL 
13 SALEM STATE Dartmouth
L
L
29 at RPl Tournament L
30 w/Air Force, Notre Dame.and RP ol An Furse L
JANUARY L
L
6 COLORADO COLLEGE NORTHERN MICHIGAN T
7 DENVER at Boston College L
at Boston University L
16 at New Hampshire LOWELL
20 NORTH DAKOTA 
22 WISCONSIN 
27 at Northern Michigan NEW HAMPSHIRE T
28 at Michigan Tech BOSTON UNIVERSITY
L
3 BOSTON UNIVERSITY MAINE
7 at Lowell at Boston University [1
10 BOSTON COLLECE at Boston University [|
15 at New Hampshire 
18 at Boston University 
21 at Boston College 
25 NORTHEASTERN [| HOCKEY EAST play-offs
1
% HOCKEY EAST semi-finals
HOME; GAMES in CAPS
1987-88 PROVIDENCE COLLEGE HOCKEY 
LETTERMEN
Gor'd Cruicksharik ’ 88 
. Sh arm Whi t ham ’88 
John Butterworth > 8 9  
John Ferguson ’ B.|
Jir.i Hughes ’ 89
Rich Newar ’ 89
Joe DiGiacomo ’30
T o rn F i_t ngerald ’ 3 O
Joe ■ D> Antonio ’90 (Mgr.,)
Co-captain John Ferguson.
1987-88 HOCKEY AWARD WINNERS
Friar Fanatics Growing
By Mike Luchun
The Friar Fanatics, which cur­
rently has 90 members, is PC’s of­
ficial athletic student booster club. 
The object of the Friar Fanatics is 
to promote student participation at 
basketball and hockey games. Both 
Coach Barnes and Coach McShane 
feel that the students’ support plays 
an important role in their team’s 
success and the Friar Fanatics 
would like to help in anyway.
This year the Friar Fanatics, 
along with the Athletic Depart­
ment, are planning four hockey 
trips and six basketball trips. The 
hockey trips planned are: Nov. 8 at 
B.U.; Nov. 30 at Northeastern; 
Feb. 15 at UNH and Feb 21 at B.C. 
The basketball roadtrips are: Dec.
7 at B.C.; Jan. 28 at Syracuse; Feb. 
1 at St. John’s; F eb .14 at 
Vilianova; Feb. 25 at Seton Hall 
and a  possible roadtrip to the Big 
East Tournament the weekend of 
March 9. Also the Fanatics plan on 
holding a hockey towel night and 
a URI “ Revenge Rally” the 
weekend of Dec. 10. Tickets for 
road trips will be sold one week in 
advance of the game. The first two 
days of the sale will be for Friar 
Fanatics only, then tickets will be 
sold to the rest of the student body.
The Friar Fanatics urge all those 
who are interested to join the club. 
We are asking for a $10 member­
ship fee which will go toward a club 
t-shirt and toward subsidizing the 
costs for the road trips. Some of 
the benefited you will receive by be­
ing a Friar Fanatic are you will 
have first priority for seats in the 
student sections and you will have 
first priority at filling the seats 
available for road trips. So if you 
are interested in going on roadtrips, 
I urge you to join. I you are in­
terested in joining, drop off your 
name, box number, phone number, 
t-shirt size and $10 in Friar Box 
2012 or come to the next meeting.
Come out and support the
David Guden ’90 
Steve? Higg.ins ’90 
finely Matt ice ’90 
Matt Menteri ’90 
Mark Rornaatrie ’ 90 
Paul Sai.ind e r cook ’ 90 
Jeff Set’ci-iik ’90 
Todd WhittemoV'e ’90
Tim filler. ’91 
Mario flube ’91 
Paul Flaherty ’91 
Larry Rooney ’91 
Mike Dempsey. ’91 
Pat Madigan ’91 
Paul Graf ..’91 * 
Lyle WiIdgoose ’
BDRD CRUICKSHANK Hookey East Player of the Week, November 23 arc! March 7 
All- New England
Second Team ACHA/Titan fill-I.meric;.
Hotaey Baker Nominee 
Team Most Valuable Player
Winner of Providence College’s Sin Quo Non Award - The 
Unsung Hero of Providence College Athletics.
Finished as PC’s All-Time Goal Scorer with SS 
Finished 7th on All-Time Point List with 159 
Hockey East’s All-Time leading Goal Scorer - SG*
JOHN FERGUSON - Won Team’s Academic Achievement Award 
JIM HUGHES- Named Team’s Unsung Hero
SllrtWN WHITMAN - £9th Player In Providence College history to score- 100 
points in his career <36-64-100)
LYLE WILbGOOSE - Hockey East Player of the Week - February S
Had most points in a single game in the nation vs.
Maine <£/5/88 - three goals and four assists for seven
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At Least Worth a Look
By Renee Duff
“ I challenge the students of Pro­
vidence College to come and watch 
us once, and I guarantee that they 
will be hooked.”  This bold state­
ment made by Head Women’s 
Basketball Coach Bob Foley is an 
invitation extended to anyone who 
falls into the category of those who 
believe that the men of PC are the 
only ones who can play basketball, 
and gives a good indication o f the 
confidence that he holds in this 
year’s Lady Friars.
Foley wants to make it clear that 
his team is not in competition with 
the men, but just that he thinks P'C 
students would be making a big 
mistake if they didn’t  give the 
women’s basketball team a chance. 
He feels that there is another form 
of entertainment on campus, and 
he’s willing to bet on it.
This year’s women’s basketball 
team is more exciting than any 
other has been in the past. They 
. possess tremendous ability and 
pack a lot o f excitement in their 
plays. The Lady Friars of ’88-’89 
will be a great team to watch. New 
speed and shooting ability has add­
ed a dimension which was missing 
in.the team last season.
Providence will benefit tremen­
dously from the addition of 
freshman guard Tracy Lis. Lis, one 
of the nation’s top incoming 
freshman, led the country in scor­
ing as a sophomore (43.0 ppg) and 
junior (42.3 ppg), and finished se­
cond in the nation this past season 
with a 42.8 average. She finished 
her career as the State of Connec­
ticut’s all-time leading scorer (male
and female) with 3,681 points, 
which ranks her second on the all- 
time female high school scoring list 
nationally. Lis was named to the 
Converse All-American Team, and 
twice was selected Miss Basketball 
in Connecticut and Naismith 
Player of the Year. Lis led Killing- 
ly High School to a  23-1 mark and 
a state championship her senior 
year. She is an excellent playmaker 
along with having an amazing out­
side shot. Lis is a smart player. The 
Lady Friars also add to their roster 
another excellent freshman guard 
in Ann-Marie Kennedy. Kennedy is 
a perfect role player who should fit 
into the Friar system well. She is a 
team-oriented player who can play 
both point and shooting-guard. 
Kennedy was named to the 
W ashington Post All-Met 
Team and second team All-State. 
She is also an excellent student; she 
was named Academic All- 
American with a 4.0 g.p.a.. Ken­
nedy was only the second player 
from Annandale High School to 
have her jersey retired.
Re-joining the Lady Friars after 
being redshirted last year is 
Stephanie Cole. Cole sat out last 
season with a stress fracture and 
looks to be ready to go for the 
1988-89 campaign. Cole is a hard- 
nosed player with excellent defen­
sive skills. She may be a little rusty 
after a  year layoff but she knows 
the system and should progress 
quickly. Cole is a USA-Today 
Honorable Mention All-American 
and was named her conference 
player of the year while a senior.
Althea Osbourne is also coming
back from a red-shirt season. 
Osbourne has the natural ability to 
dominate the inside game. 
Osbourne will be counted on for re­
bounding and aggresive defense.
Another new member of the tean 
this year is walk-on Pam Healey. 
She will be a great help to the Lady 
Friars by backing up Shanya Evans 
at point guard. Healey has good 
ball-handling skills and is solid 
defensively. She is an opportune 
find for Coach Foley.
These new additions to the Lady 
Friar roster combined with the ex­
perience of returners Liz Lawlor 
(captain), Stacey Brown, Helen 
Jessie, Andrea Mangum, Dottie 
Van Gheem and Shanya Evans 
should make Coach Foley’s team 
the most exciting in the Big East.
Coach Foley feels that this team 
“ is going to shock people.”  Ken­
nedy, Lis, and Cole will add much 
more shooting depth to the likes of 
Jessie and Evans who have both 
tremendously improved their 
games. This should open up the in­
side.
Playing inside for the Lady 
Friars is Liz Lawlor, Dottie Van 
Gheem, Stacy Brown, Andrea 
Mangum and Alethia Osbourne. 
When asked about the inside, Foley 
commented “ I have no idea who 
will start because they are all good. 
Everyone has taken on a new at­
titude and they’re all playing out of 
their heads.” Foley went so far as 
to say of his team “ if this intensity 
of play continues, we will win the 
Big East.”  A tremendous all- 
around improvement has been 
noticed, and new attitudes are go-
1988-89 PROVIDENCE COLLEGE WOMEN’S 
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
November
£8
30
December
3—
8
10
£8-
£9
January
3
7 
9
14 
18 .
£1 
£8 .
FEBRUARY
5
8 
11
15 
18 
£1 
£4- 
£6
5
Sunday BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Monday FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL
Wednesday at Holy Cross
2: 00 P. M. 
7:00 P.M. 
7:00 P. M.
Saturday—
Sunday
Thursday
Sunday
Wednesday
Thursday
LADY FRIAR COCA-COLA CLASSIC 2:00/4:00 P.M. 
(Southern Methodist, Marist, 12:00/2:00 P.M. 
Rider')
RHODE ISLAND 7:00 P.M.
at Boston College .# 2:00 P.M.
at Northeastern 3:00 P.M.
at Maine Basketball Classic * TBA
(Massachusetts, Maine, Georgia Is.) TBA
T uesday
Sat urday
Monday
Wednesday
Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday
Saturday
at Syracuse # 
■GEORGETOWN # 
at Pittsburgh # 
at 3t. John’s # 
VILLANOVA # 
CONNECTICUT # 
at Seton Hall # 
BOSTON COLLEGE #
7:30 P.M 
2:00 P.M 
7:00 P.M 
7:00 P.M 
2:00 P.M 
7:00 P.M 
2:00 P.M 
2:00 P.M
Saturday
Sunday
Wednesday
Saturday
Wednesday
Sat urday
Tuesday -
Friday—
Sunday
SYRACUSE # 
at Georgetown # 
at George Washington 
PITTSBURGH #
ST. JOHN’S # 
at Villanova # 
at Connecticut 
SETON HALL ft
at Northern Lights Invitational 0 
(Old Dominion, Monmouth, Alaska, 
Texas-El Paso, Portland St.,
San Diego St., Stephen F. Austin)
7:00 P.M. 
2:00 P.M. 
2:00 P.M. 
7:00 P.M. 
2:00 P.M. 
7:00 P.M. 
2:00 P.M. 
7:00 P.M. 
TBA 
TBA
Thursday— at BIG EAST Conference Tournament TBA
Sunday -(Seton Hall University - South Orange, NJ)
HOME GAMES are listed in all caps 
* - indicates BIG EA.ST games 
*• — Port 1 and, Maine 
© — Anchorage, Mlask.a-
ing to be key.
“ Awesome”  was how Foley 
described the Lady Friars’ defen­
sive game, and commented “ this 
year we’re going to stress defense. 
Last year we relied too much on of­
fense and worried too much about 
scoring. This really made a dif­
ference for us because even when 
we were scoring, we couldn’t stop 
our opponents. This was our big­
gest fault.”
A problem the Lady Friars 
faced last season was that although 
they were able to put points on the 
board (79.5 per game), they yield­
ed the same amount (79.8) to their 
opponents and were unable to stop 
them defensivly. In some instances 
last year, a “ lack o f defense”  cost 
Providence, some victories in close 
games.
“ We have the type of players 
who can do a lot of things for us 
offensively and defensively that will 
make us a better ball club,”  he con­
tinues. “ We want to make it dif­
ficult on our opponents to defend 
us as well as score on us. ” Guards 
Helen Jessie, Shanya Evans and 
Stephanie Cole will be the keys in 
the backcourt to the Lady Friar 
defensive strategy. They will be the 
intimidators on defense and this, 
Foley points Out, is where it all 
begins. Jessie had 62 steals last 
season, while Evans had 38.
“ We’re going to attack our op­
ponents everywhere on the court,” 
Foley remarks. “Playing defense is 
an attitude. The staff and I are go­
ing to stress team-oriented defense 
in practices and make it fun for the 
players to learn. In turn, defense 
will make our offense.”
Foley commented on the Big
East League, saying that it was the 
most exciting ever. The league is 
well balanced and every game at 
Alumni will be a good one. “ The 
students will see some great basket­
ball and I think that to spend a 
night at Brad’s is a mistake when 
Women’s basketball is playing.”
Foley honestly believes that the 
Lady Friars, if they continue to 
play with the intensisty they have 
shown in the first two weeks of pre- 
season, have the potential to win 
the Big East. “ We have the poten­
tial best players in all the Big East. 
Shanya Evans is the potential best 
point guard in the Big East, Andrea 
'Mangum the best big person, Helen 
Jessie the best guard etc., if they
Foley, who is aided in his 
coaching duties by two former PC 
women’s basketball players Doris 
Sable and Joanie Powers, com­
ments that their addition adds 
much enthusiasm to the program. 
“ With their help, practices are go­
ing so well,”  said Foley, “ the kids 
respond well to them and really like 
them. I’m seeing improvements 
everyday. As former players, 
Joanie and Doris understand the 
plays and know what the kids are 
going through. I think having them 
as my assistants puts us at a 
tremendous advantage.”
This year the Lady Friar Basket­
ball team looks more exciting than 
ever. Newcomers combined with 
returning talent could be the key to 
PC’s success this season. This will 
definitely be an exciting team to 
watch, and as Coach Foley urges, 
“ just give us a chance, you won’t 
be disapointed.”  I certainly would 
bet on that.
The Seniors
L i /  Lawlor, Captain
Stacy Brown
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T R A C Y  L IS :“ r  m Just One of Twelve”
By Phil Barrett
Tracy Lis is one of the best high 
school basketball players to ever 
step foot on the court. She has 
compiled an incredible list o f ac­
colades and accomplishments. Her 
honors include being named to the 
Converse All-American Team, 
Coca-Cola Player of the week (only 
girl), a New England All-Star and 
Connecticut Miss Basketball (2 
years) just to name a few. Lis 
piled up an unheard Of 3,600 points 
and was an All-State performer for 
three years. The accomplishment 
she is most proud of leading Kill- 
ingly High to an easy victory in the 
1988 Class L State Championship 
game. This victory was exceptional­
ly sweet because they beat the team 
which had knocked them off in the 
playoffs the year before. Lis ex­
tends much of the credit for her 
team’s success to Head Coach Krot 
and assistant Coach Graves for be­
ing relaxed and providing a 
closeness within the team. Lis was 
named MVP of the tournament in 
her last game and she was ready to 
take the college world by storm.
Lis narrowed her college choices 
to Providence and Fairfield in the 
beginning of her senior year. She 
did not want to string along any 
schools into believing she might at­
tend. USC and Auburn were 
among the over 150 schools that 
sent letters to the Lis residence. Lis 
chose Providence mainly because it 
is only 27 miles from home. The 
nearby location will allow her fami­
ly, who have been so supportive in 
her life, to see her play. “ It 
wouldn’t be fair to them if I went 
far from home,”  Lis said. PC be­
ing in the Big East and the small 
school atmosphere which sur­
rounds the college were two other 
aspects that Lis liked. Lis did not 
want to be a number in a big school 
and on her visit to PC the team and 
Coach Bob Foley made her feel at 
home.
Lis certainly was not a number 
back in Killingly, Connecticut. Her 
first experience with basketball 
came at the age o f eight when her 
father signed her up in her first 
league. She loved the com­
petitiveness of the game and began 
to play whenever possible. At the 
age of 12 Lis played for the Kill- 
iligly All-Stars, traveling to Baton 
Rouge and Puerto Rico. She was 
the only girl of 1,000 players in the 
International Tournament, from 
which 17 players were chosen for 
the International All-Star team. Lis 
was the first girl in 32 years to be 
selected as an All-Star. Lis also 
played 3 years on the Junior Olym­
pic Team and was captain at age 
16. Lis had this to say about-the 
1992 Olympics, “ it is too far in the 
future to think about now. It will 
take a lot of work and dedication.”
Despite all o f her honors, 
publicity, and accomplishments, 
Lis realizes she is starting over and 
is not looking to score 40 points a 
night and be the star o f the team. 
“I am just one of twelve girls work­
ing hard to win the Big East. I am 
starting over again as a freshman 
with new goals to accomplish,”  Lis 
said. Lis also realizes she can im­
prove her game on a couple of 
aspects, “ I can work on my 
quickness and getting lower on 
defense.”  Unfortunately, Lis is a 
victim of negative perceptions by 
some people. It’s.the same percep­
tion many prolific scorers fall 
under; they cannot or do not 
bother to play defense. Lis thinks 
this is unfair pointing out she 
scored many points on steals. Lis 
is confident she can play up to 
Coach Bob Foley’s expectations.
Overall Lis likes the team’s 
chances to excel this year. The girls 
are working hard, but having fun 
at the same time. There is no doubt 
that Lis has a great understanding 
of the team cohesion and spirit. She 
acknowledges her ac­
complishments, but she is very 
aware of her role on the team. Lis 
emphasizes academics and the 
value of a  good education reflec­
ting another challenge she must 
face. The impact Lis will have on 
PC is only a matter of time and she 
will contribute to the college in 
many ways. Her response to a press 
release saying she could rewrite the 
PC Basketball record books sums 
up her refreshing attitude, “ I just 
want to give 100%, do what the 
coaches ask, and if it happens, it 
happens.”
FINR L BIB EAST REGULAR SERSQN STANDINGS
Syracuse 
Vi 1 lanovci 
St. Joh n ’s 
Boston College 
Connecticut 
PROVIDENCE 
Pittsburgh 
Seton Hall 
Georgetown
BIG EAST
W____ L______PCT_
13 3 .813
i i  5 . see
-10 6 .625
10 6 .625
9 7 .563
7 9 .43e
5  11 .313
4 IS .250
3 13 .188
OVERALL
,_W____ L_____PCI_
SS 8 .733
SO 9 .690
SS 10 .689
17 11 .607
17 11 .607
13 15 .464
14 15 .483
lO 19 .345
7 21 .250
LADY FRIARS IN FINAL BG@ EAST INDIVIDUAL STANDINGS
Andrea M angum -Scoring: 13th overall (12.7); 13th BIG EAST (15.2) Rebounding: 2nd overall (9.0);
3rd BIG EAST (9-0) FT Pet: 10th overall (.716); 8th BIG EAST (.727) Blks: 2nd overall (1.5); 
2nd BIG EAST (1.5)
Helen Jessie-Scoring: 16th overall (12-15); 15th BIG EAST (12-5) 3 PT FG Pet: 3rd overall, (.317); 
Stls: 1st overall (2.8)
Liz Law lor-S coring 24th BIG EAST (10-1) Rebounding: T19th overall (5.8); 12th BIG EAST (6.9) 
Shayna Evans-Asts: 5th overall (5.2); 6th BIG EAST (5.1)
Dottie VanGheem— Blks: 5th overall (0.9)
ANDREA MANGUM:
Shooting for the Top
By Renee Duff
Andrea Mangum, Junior 6-2 
forward for the Lady Friars, will 
be a  leading factor in PC’s quest 
for the number one spot in the Big 
East. Mangum is • a gifted and 
talented player who is considered 
the most versatile athlete on the 
team and a major key to their suc­
cess in 1988-89.
Mangum finished last season off 
second in the scoring column as she 
averaged 12.7 points per game. She 
has all the skills to be a great defen­
sive player, and her shot blocking, 
rebounding and foot speed make 
her a threat at both ends of the 
court. An experienced player after 
two seasons in a starting role, the 
Lady Friars will be looking to her 
as a leader in their attack and 
defense of opponents.
Possessing a soft outside shot 
and the addition of the three-point 
shot at the end of the season last 
year will make Mangum a major 
threat to opponents on offense. 
Her exceptional rebounding skills 
have placed her ninth on the career 
rebounding list with 503 and will be 
sr^force to contend with on the
boards this season.
It has been said that Mangum 
should be a strong contender for 
' conference honors this season. She 
commented, “ I’ve set my goals to 
get the high honors this season. I’m 
working hard putting in the extra 
time to see that I- fulfill them.” 
After a.brilliant rookie season, 
Mangum had a somewhat inconsis­
tent sophomore season. When 
asked what happened, Mangum ex­
plained, “ last year was one o f my 
worst years.” “ There were pro­
blems on the team with all of us not 
communicating,”  she continued, 
“ we were not together as a team 
and without unity we can’t work 
well or accomplish anything. I per­
sonally need that unity in the team 
and with the coaches to accomplish 
my goals. We didn’t have that and 
it hurt all o f us.”
Mangum has high hopes for the 
impending season and is optimistic 
for the Lady Friars future. “ We’re 
a young team, but we have the 
ability and skills to be successful,” 
said Mangum, “ we will take the 
Big East because this year we all 
have that as our goal and then to 
go on from there. We now have the
Andrea Mangum .
Tracy Lis
unity and togetherness missing last 
year and we are all friends. I think 
this new feeling will take us far.”.
The new attitudes surrounding 
the Lady Friars can be in part at­
tributed to the addition of new 
assistant coaches -Doris Sable and 
Joanie Powers. Mangum added her 
thoughts saying “ I think that 
Joanie and Doris were great 
choices. They are both young, 
practically our age. They can talk 
to Bob (Foley) and know- where 
we’re coming from being that they 
played themselves.”  Mangum also 
added in a comment about Doris 
that “ I played with Doris as a 
freshman and she knows how 
things go, but now I have to respect 
her in the context that she’s my 
coach, and the same for Joanie.”
Mangum looks forward to the 
upcoming season and what it will 
bring. “ I think all the new players 
will help us a great deal, especially 
Tracy Lis from whom the press are 
expecting great things.” Mangum 
and the Lady Friars are shooting 
for the top o f the Big East, and it 
seems though they are all fired up 
to achieve this goal.
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A Changing of the Guard
Tlrtrip Cokla n IftOl D__J _____The Coaches Doris Sable, a 1987 Providence College graduate and former 
Women’s Basketball standout, had 
been named assistant Women’s 
Basketball Coach at her alma 
mater. She joins third-year Head 
Coach Bob Foley on the 1988-89 
Lady Friar staff.
Sable, a native of Manasquan, 
New Jersey, is the school’s all-time 
assist leader with 602 and ranks as 
the fifth all-time leading scorer with 
1,372 points for a 12.1 career 
average. In addition she owns 
school records for most assists in 
a game (12), in a season (224) and 
for free throw attemps in a season 
(152) and career (440). Sable also 
held the Big East career assist mark 
with 306 that was eclipsed this past 
season by Seton Hall’s Kathy 
O’Reilly.
Sable received many honors in 
her senior year as she was named 
to the Big East All-Conference 
Team, the Kodak All-District I 
Team, and shared Providence Col­
lege Co-Female Athlete of the Year 
honors with teammate Mary
Burke, the school’s second all-time 
leading scorer.
“ The addition of Doris to our 
staff will certainly be a big plus for 
our'program,”  Foley says. “ She’s 
a team player who knows the Pro­
vidence system better than anyone. 
Doris will complement our staff
“Their addition to the 
staff is a great asset to our 
program, ”  Foley says.
and make our program better.”
Joanie Powers, also a former 
Providence College Women’s 
Basketball standout, has also been 
named assistant Women’s Basket­
ball coach at her alma mater. A 
four-year letter winner, she replaces 
Cathy Parson who resigned to 
become Assistant Athletic Director 
and Head Women’s Basketball 
Coach at Christopher Newport 
College in Hampton, Virginia.
Powers is the second former 
Lady Friar Basketball player to 
join fourth-year Head Coach Bob
Foley, and now former teammate 
Doris Sable.
Prior to coming to Providence, 
Powers was head coach at 
Massasoit Community College in 
Brockton, Massachusetts where she 
coached for one year (1987-88). 
Last season she guided her team to 
a 18-7 record and the 
Massachusetts Junior College State 
Championship before being 
eliminated in the first round of the 
NJCAA Region 21 Tournament.
A starter at forward for the Lady 
Friars during Foley’s first season 
(1985-86) as coach, Powers is the 
school’s 11th all-time leading scorer 
with 1002 points and stands 9th in 
career rebounds (566). A versatile 
and all-around player for Pro­
vidence during her career, she also 
finished with 248 assists.
“ Joanie will be a big asset to our 
program,”  Foley says. “ I feel very 
fortunate to have been able to hire 
someone of her caliber and ex­
perience at such a late date. She 
knows the school, system and 
program.”
NUMERICAL
N o . Name P o s .  C l
3  54 S t e p h a n i e C o le G F r 5 - 7  Wm c h e s t e r ,  N H /C
S h a n y a G S o 5 - 2  B a l t i m o r e ,  M D /W a lb r o o k
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GP-3 FC-N FGfl PCT. FGM F6A PCT. FTN FTfl PCT. OR DR TR flVG. Pf-0 A ST TO BK MIN. PTS. fiVG.
D. FESSiEGM 27-El 143 315 47.3 13 45 28.9 114 145 78.6 79 153 23?" 8.6 59- 4 16 ?fl 7-0
SIS ERST 16-15 84 183 45.3 5 23 21.7 70 83 79.5 44 87 131. 8.2 33- 2 7 26 2 439 15.2
ft. XIMfcll 27-E6 124 311 33.9 5- 13 38.5 63 124 71.8 93 150 243 9.0 61- 3 30 70 41 747 342 12' 7 i
7J • 184 33.7 5 13 33.5 48- 66 72v7 :52 So 155 3.0 46- 2 23 15 35 22 450 1-59 13.3
H. JESSIE EE-14 102 234 34.7 38 120 31.7 24 35 68.6 26 37~ 73 3.3 75- 48 58 70 7
f ‘a ESS' l1' 3 52 140 24 53 40.7 10 13 76.9 20 13 33 3.0 38- 1 26 26 27 4 309 138 12.5
D. REYNOLDS 23-28 118 317 37.2 11 47 23.4 60 88 68.2 29 30 5S 2.1 85-4 115 61 107 2 5C5 307
BIS EAST 16-16 70 182 .•8.5 10 34 23.4 35 55 63.6 IS 16 34. 2.1 46-3 60 37 64 2 5E3 185 11.6
L. LP.iQR 27-27 32 173 51.4 0 o 0.0 76 108 70.4 77 79 156 5.8 88-6 12 27 39 3
BIG EAST 15-15 56 116 48.3 0 0 0.0 40 62 64.5 56 47 103 6.9 50- 3 5 17 23 2 389 152 10.1
S. EVfihS 26-15 80 206 38.8 17 39 43.6 57 91 62.6 22 49 71 2.7 57- 1 136 38 123 1 74R 234
BIG EflST 14- 6 45 113 37.8 9 20 45.0 30 50 60.0 IS 29 47 3.4 34- 1 72 17 63 1 405 129 9.2
S. 6RGUN 22- 0 45 111 40.5 0 o 0.0 47 84 56.0 38 37 "75 3.4 45- 1 7 „ •* t 137
BIG ERST 15- 0 28 63 40.6 0 0 0.0 26 41 63.4 26 23 49 3.3 24- 1 4 6 18 2 191 82 5.5
D. VflNGHEEW 28- 7 54 102 52.9 0 1 0.0 28 43 65.1 34 51 85 3.0 41-0 6 7 19 24 361 136 4.9
BIS EflST 16- 1 13 33 48.7 0 0 0.0 14 21 66.7 14 30 4 2.8 16-0 3 4 11 8 166 52 3.3
T. CWIELLO 27- 3 32 75 42.7 0 0 0.0 13 22 59.1 26 20 46 1.7 42-0 20 14 „  , 385
BIG EflST 16- 3 13 45 42.2 00 0.0 6 11 54.5 14 13 27 1.7 24-0 8 9 15 0 225 44 2.8
N. FORD 26- 0 14 50 28.0 3 14 21.4 10 15 66.7 4 11 15 0.6 21- 0 R 7 29 0
BiG EflST 14- 0 7 13 36.8 1 6 16.7 6 10 60.0 1 3 4 0.3 15- 0 3 5 12 0 102 21 1.5
ft. OSEOURHE 0- 0 o 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0,0 ft-n o 0 « «
BIS EflST 0- 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0.0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
S. COLE 0- 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0.0 0-0 0 „ 0 0 ft ft CUD
BIG EflST 0-0 ° 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0. ° 0 0.0 0- 0 0 ° 0 0 0 0 0.0
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1 BiG EflST 0- 0 : |
0
0
0.0
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0
0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0
0
0
0
0
0.0 0- 0
0 J
4 0
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TEAM REBOUNDS 169
TEflil REBGUNUS (CG!(F) 93
Cf'P. TEAM REBOUNDS 154
CCHF. GPP. TERN REBOUNDS 83
PC TOTALS 28 810 1960 41.3 87 279 31.2 518 755 68.6 438 617 1224 43.7 594-22 333 879 558 88 2225 79.3
BIB EflST 16 453 1096 41.3 54 155 34.8 285 417 68.3 263 344 706 44.1 326-13 211 147 294 43 1245 77.8
PC OPPONENTS 28 871 1883 46.3 48 128 37.3 444 644 68.9 377 700 1231 44.0 638-30 460 272 582 72 2234 79.8
BIG ERST 16 465 1024 45.4 35 89 33.3 246 367 67.0 209 380 672 42.0 357-16 240 149 304 41 1211 75.7 __
KRD POLL REBOUNDS: PC- 73 (BIG EAST- 38 ) DPP.- 71 (BIG EAST- 33 )
Shanya Evans had an outstanding rookie season as she was named 
to the Big East All-Freshman Team.
Head Coach Bob Foley.
Doris Sable
Assistant Coach Joanie Powers.
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WOMEN’S HOCKEY
High Hopes for ’88-’89
by Steve Foster
The 1987-88 PC Women’s Ice 
Hockey team fell just shy o f win­
ning the ECAC tournament last 
year when they lost the Nor­
theastern University 5-3.
This season, the Lady Friars are 
shooting for the same type of 
season, only this time they’d like to 
do last year’s 20-8 record one 
better.
Coach Marchetti puts as his 
goal, “ ...to participate in the 
ECAC tourney at the end of the 
season.”  This is seemingly a 
modest goal as PC only lost four 
players from last year’s team to 
graduation. Leading goalscorer 
Lisa O’Brien will be a  tough loss, 
but Marchetti thinks that his in­
coming freshmen crop will com­
pensate for the losses.
“ I’m cautiously encouraged with 
this year’s additions to  the 
team...we strengthened ourselves in 
the goal position, and even though 
we were hurt by graduation offen­
sively, I feel we have the forwards 
to fill the void.”
Defensively, the Lady Friars 
four starting defensewomen have 
each had at least a year’s 
experience.
The biggest competition PC will 
face this season comes from 
Northeastern and New Hampshire, 
but with many teams improved this 
year in the conference, Marchetti 
doesn’t know who else might pose 
problems for his Lady Friars. 
“ Either way, we feel that we are 
going to be highly competitive this 
season.”  With the nucleus of the 
team returning, that’s exactly what 
we should see.
1987-88 WOMEN’S ICE HOCKEY 
AWARD WINNERS
USA BROWN:
•  ECAC Player o f the Year
•  ECAC First Team
•  Finished career as sixth all-time leading scorer— 154 
points (92 goals, 62 assists)
KELLY O’LEARY:
•  ECAC Second Team
u _. .  . Photo by Thomas F. Maguire, Jr.
Heather Linstad, captain of the 1988-89 Lady Friars hockey team, will be counted on this season for 
her leadership on the ice.
PC WOMEN’S
ICE HOCKEY ROSTER 1988-89
NO. NAME YEAR POS. HOMETOWN
1. Shannon Sweezey So. G Abington, M A
2. Sonya St. Jean Fr. D Canton, MA
4. Debbie Barnhill Jr. D Lexington, MA
5. Maria Costa So. W Roslindale, MA
6. Lisa Paccione So. D Mansfield, MA
7. Heather Linstad (C) Sr. C Dracut, M A
9. Sara Coan Fr. W Schenectady, NY
10. Heather LaDuke Jr. w Massena, NY
11. Kelly Lessard Fr. W /G Harrisville, Rl
12. Lorie Blair (A) Jr. D Massena, NY
14. Ann Kennedy Jr. W Plattsburgh, NY
15. Denise Lane Jr. W A cton, MA
16. SHannon Stoneking Fr. W Burnsville, MN
17. Joan Leonard (A) Sr. W Bedford, NH
18. Carol Sloan So. W Potsdam, NY
20. Beth Beagan Fr. C Falmouth, MA
21. Laurie LaShomb Fr. C Liverpool, NY
27. Kelly O'Leary Jr. D Auburn, MA
29. Myleen Leary Fr. G Newton, M A
30. J ill Rennie Fr. G Quincy, MA
31. Jennifer Calford Fr.
3. Laurie LaShomb Fr.
COACH: John Marchetti '71
ASSISTANT COACH: Jackie G ladi '84
1988-89
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE WOMEN’S 
ICE HOCKEY SCHEDULE
D ecem ber F r i d a y  
£ '  S u nday
4 F r id a y
■ 9 . S a tu r d a y  
10 .
J a n u a r y  • F r i d a y  ,
I 13 S a tu r d a y
14 S u n d a y
, 15 T u e s d a y  ■
17 . T h u r s d a y  
1£ S u n d a y  
£ £  - F r id a y - S u n d a y
£ 7 - £ 9
F e b r u a r y  F r i d a y ­
s '-  S u n d a y
5 S a tu r d a y  
11 S u n d a y
1£ W ed n esd ay
15 S u n d a y  
19
3 S a tu r d a y
a t  B o s to n  C o l l e g s
HARVARD
DARTMOUTH
CORNELL
a t  S t .  L aw ren c e
a t  C o lb y  
a t  C o lb y  
BOWDOIN 
a t  Brow n 
NORTHEASTERN 
RIT
H ockey  E a s t  I n v i t a t i o n a l *
(PC , UNH, N o r t h e a s t e r n  a n d  Coi
a t  Y a le
PRINCETON
NEW HAMPSHIRE
a t  N o r t h e a s t e r n
ECAC Serai f i n a l  si!
ECAC S e m i f i n a l s #
T.B.A.
6:30 p.m. 
5 :00 p.rn.
7 :00 B-.m. 
2:00 p.m. . 
3:00 p.m. 
10:00 a.m.
4:00 p.rn 
1 :00 p. rn 
1:00 p. m 
7 :00 'p. rn 
6:30 p.rn
TBfl
1 :0 0  p.rn. 
S:00 p.rn. 
6:30 p.rn. 
1:00 p.rn.
TBfl
‘ Friday, Feb. 3 at Worcester, MA (Game times 4 and 6:00 p.m.) 
Saturday, Feb. 4 at Providence College (Game times 4 &  6:00 p.m.) 
Sunday, Feb. 5 at Northeastern (Game times 1 & 3:00 p.m.)
# S i t e  to_  be . d e t e r m in e d  .
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1387—68 PROVIDENCE COLLEGE ICE HOCKEY FINfiL £7 
. Name______________ GP___ _ _______G_________ fi_______ P7 1 _____ :fc!iLL.
Lisa Brown ' S3 ~ >E9 ££v Si . i£/£4
4 Kelly O’Leary £ 6 £4 £4 43 £3/43
* Heather Laduke 28 IS 32 46 2 / 1
< Heather Linstad ££' 20 15 35 3/S
Michelle Ricci £ 8 1 0 15 £5 - 7/14
Vftrm Kennedy £ 8 6 13 £5 7/14
Marlene Ricci £0 7 1 £ 13 4/3
4 Lorie Blair £4 0 J7 17 5/10
* Debbie Barnhill £3. £ 1 1  13 - 4 / 3
Colleen-McLellan £ 8 6  7 1 3 /  3/6
^Joanie Leonard £ 8 • 4 6  10 i/£
^Carol Sloan £3 7 5  l£ £/4
* Denise Lane do c / a £ / 4
y L.isa Paceione. £3 £ 5  7 5/10
X Maria Costa 28 2 3 t  5 ' 0/0
* Shannon Sweezey £0 0 0 0 3/6
Totals £8 133 £01 340 64/168
Opponent. .. £8 53 30 143 34/201
EP-_____M^n____ Saves___ Gfi__SaveW___ Gfi@.___SC_
Shannon Sweezey ' 20- 1017 .351 . 43 .630 £.15 5
Heathen Linstad S £53 104 S .9£B 1.3 1
Claire Smith 6 161 33 8 .S£S £.6 £
Opponent £6' 1371 601 139 .65£ 4..96 1
RESULTS (£0-8. 16-8 ECftC)
PC opp
II Princeton 1
11 Harvard ' £
3 Dartmouth
8 Cornell o
£ R1T 3
9 Princeton 4
2 RIT Q :
£ Toronto 4-
0 McMaster £—
5 Queens" i
9 St. Lawrence- 3
£ Concordia 0
3 Northeastern 4-
1 UNH 6-
9 Boston College 0
4 St. Lawrence 0
£ Northeastern 5-
7 Brown 1
5  R1T 3
PC Of-"
♦ UNH * i
5 #RIT . :?J\
3 +UNH . S r U
3 ♦Northeastern 5-
41ECPIC Q u a r t e r f i n a l  
H-ECfiC S e m if in a l  
♦ECAC C h am p i'orship
Meet Heather Linstad
by Steve Foster
Women’s Ice Hockey team cap­
tain Heather Linstad is described 
by Coach John Marchetti as “ ...a 
very good hockey player both of­
fensively and defensively. She will 
definitely set a positive example on 
the ice for the players.”
A three sport athlete in soccer 
and softball as well as women’s ice 
hockey, Heather was elected cap­
tain of this year’s squad by her 
teammates. “ This just exemplifies 
her popularity among the players.”
Linstad was fourth on the team 
in scoring last season, and one of 
the three 20-goal scorers for Mar­
chetti proving that she has the 
talent to go with the leadership 
qualities she possesses. As the 
coach says, “ Heather has an 
underlying spirit which I feel is a 
must to be a good leader.”
With both the coach and her 
teammates behind her, Heather 
Linstad leads the 1988-89 Lady 
Friars into a season which should 
be exciting, competitive and 
hopefully successful.
. Photo by Thomas F. Maguire, Jr.
Senior Joanne Leonard will look to lead the Lady Friars to victory 
this season.
1987-88 PROVIDENCE COLLEGE 
L E TTERWINNERS
Lori Blair ’90 
firm Kennedy ’ 90 
Denise Lane * 90 
Heather Laduke ’ 90 
Kellv: OLLeary 90 
Maria C osta ’91 
Lisa Paceione ’91 
Carol Sloan ’91 
Shannon Sweezey ’91 
Lisa Brown ’88 
Co 11 een McC 1 e 11 an ’ .88 
Marlene Ricci ’88 
Michele Ricci ’88 
Joanie Leonard ’89 
Heather Linstad ’89 
Debbie Barnhill *90 
Lorie Blair *90 
A nn Kennedy * 90
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SWIMMING 88-39
by Steve Galucci
The Providence College Men’s 
Swimming and Diving Team will 
look to improve on its most suc­
cessful season ever last year. The 
1988-89 squad will return 14 letter 
winners from its 5th place BIG 
EAST team of a year ago. The 
Friars have also enjoyed its most 
successful recruiting class by bring­
ing in eight new members to the
The team will be anchored by its’ 
experienced group of veterans, in­
cluding co-captains Jay Holbrook 
and Wayne Bowden. Wayne was 
the 1985 BIG EAST 1650 meter 
champion and will attempt to 
become the first Friar ever to 
qualify for the finals at the Univer­
sity of Pittsburgh in February. 
Wayne currently holds school 
records in four individual events 
and is a  member of the 800 meter 
Freestyle Relay team that also 
holds the school record. Jay will 
look to improve on last year’s BIG 
EAST performance where he final- 
ed in the 200 meter Freestyle and 
scored in the 100 meter Freestyle. 
Jay has anchored every Friar relay
since coming to Providence and is 
a member of four relay teams that 
hold school records.
Also returning for his senior year 
of competition is Paul Soligon. The 
Friars will look to Paul to provide 
stability in his specialty, the But­
terfly. Paul, like Wayne, will at­
tempt to final in the 100 Fly at the 
Big East tourney for the fourth- 
consecutive year. Paul is the New 
England record holder in the 100 
meter Butterfly Short Course.
The Friars will count on seniors 
Trent Theroux and Dave Hardy to 
shore up the squad’s Backstroke 
unit. Trent holds the school record 
in the 200 meter Backstroke and 
Dave competes in a variety of 
events in the Dual Meet Programs.
The Providence women’s swim­
ming team finished 3-6 in dual 
meets last year and is continuing to 
be one o f the most improved pro­
grams in the East. The Lady Friars 
had their best showing ever at the 
Big East Championships finishing 
fifth. At the National Catholic In­
vitational, the Lady Friars placed 
fourth, while taking sixth at the 
New England Championships. For 
these efforts, Head Coach John
O’Neill was named BIG EAST 
Women’s Coach of the Year.
O’Neills’ program has just 
begun to flourish. The Lady Friars 
have nine freshmen joining the 
squad, while losing only two to 
graduation. Leadership will be pro­
vided by co-captains Teresa Agnew 
and Susan Manco. Manco was 
named to the Big East Academic 
All-Star team a year ago.
The top swimmers on the team 
also return. Junior sensation Cin- 
di Luciani comes off a stellar 
sophmore year. At the National 
Catholic Invitationals, Luciani 
turned in one of the best single per­
formances ever by a Lady Friar 
swimmer, capturing all four in­
dividual events in meet record time. 
Also returning is sophmore Karen 
Crossman, another star from last 
years’ Big East meet. Crossman 
won the 100 backstroke and took 
fifth in the 200 meter individual 
medley. With a hard working 
group of seniors and a talented 
crop of underclassmen, Coach 
John O’Neill encourages the entire 
student body to come out and sup­
port the PC Swimming program, as 
they continue their climb up the 
BIG EAST ladder.
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE SWIMMING
John O’Neill, PC Swim Coach.
The Coaches
SWIMMING & DIVING SCHEDULE 1988/89
DATE SCHOOL
Sat. 11 /12 U niversity o f Maine 
W ed. 11/16 U niversity o f CT 
Thurs. 11/17 UNIVERSITY OF CT.
Sat. 11 /19 St. Joh n 's  University
Sun. 11/27 BOSTON COLLEGE
T hu rs ./S a t. National Catholic
12/1-3 Invitationa l a t LaSalle University
SITE T E A M
A w a y  M  /  W  
A w a y  M 
HOME W  
A w a y  M /  W  
H OM E M / W
M / W
TIME
2  pm /11 am 
7:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
1:00 pm 
2:00 pm
TB A
Sun. 1/15 CENTRAL CONNECTICUT 
W ed. 1/18 U niversity o f N ew  Hampshire 
Tues. 1 /24  UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND 
Thurs. 1 /2 6  N ortheastern University 
Sat. 1 /28  H o ly  Cross College 
Tues. 1/31 UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAN D  
Sat. 2 /4  SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 
F ri./S u n . THE BIG EA ST CHAM PIONSHIPS 
Feb. 10-2 a t.The U niversity o f  Pittsburgh 
F ri./S un. TH E N.E. CHAM PIONSHIPS 
Feb. 17-19 a t The U niversity o f  Rhode Island 
T h u rs ./S a t. NEW  EN GLAND CHAM PIONSHIPS 
Feb. 24-26 a t Springfie ld College
HOM E M / W  
A w a y  M / W  
H O M E ,W  
A w a y  M / W  
A w a y  M / W  
HOM E M 
HOM E M / W  
M / W
W
M
2 pm /11 am 
4:30 pm 
7 :00 pm 
6:00 pm 
11 a m /2  pm 
7:00 pm 
11:00 am 
TB A
TBA
TB A
by Steve Galucci
Entering his fifth year as 
Aquatics Director and Head Coach 
of Men’s and Women’s Swimming 
is John O’Neill. At 25, O’Neill is 
the youngest head coach in the Big 
East Conference. A native of 
Cumberland, Rhode Island, 
O’Neiil graduated from Springfield 
College in 1981. That same year he 
began his coaching career as an 
assistant at Brown University. Dur­
ing this time, O’Neill also served as 
an assistant at the Little Rhody 
Aquatic Club, one of the most 
prestigious clubs in the Northeast. 
O’Neill recieved his Masters Degree 
in Education from PC in 1986 and 
began the Swimming program five ’ 
years ago.-O’Neill is responsible for 
the daily operation of the Taylor 
Natatorium and all.related ac­
tivities. O’Neill is also involved in 
a childrens Learn to Swim pro­
gram, adult lessons, advanced life 
saving courses and various other 
community services.
Joining Head Coach John 
O’Neill for the 1988-89 season are 
assistant coaches Peter Soloman 
and A1 Belluche. Soloman, a 
former All-American at East Pro­
vidence High School and a NCAA 
Qualifier at North Carolina State, 
returns to Rhode Island after a suc­
cessful term as Head Coach of the 
Tar Heel Aqua Races in Raleigh, 
North Carolina. Developing both 
Junior and Senior N ational 
Qualifiers with his club team, 
Soloman will, handle the coaching 
and recruiting responsibilities for 
the Friars’ fast growing program.
A1 Balluche, a  1988 graduate of 
PC will handle duties on deck as he 
begins his fifth straight year with 
the Friar program. A1 is familiar 
with all aspects of the program, as 
well as the college itself. Both 
Belluche and Soloman will greatly 
enhance O’Neills’ strong program.
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SWIMMING 88-89
' , MEN’S ROSTER 1988-89 HOMETOWN -  C U SS
Bow™ " Horace .................................................................................................................Warwick. Rl. 89
S  r i "  ..................................................................................................  Fredericksburg, VA. 9?
§ X p£  ::::::::::::::.............................................. H°ckvw cZ " ’-£ I- l!
SSSX~= ..~u . , ,  .   ..Warwick, Rl, 89
Holbrook, John*............. ........ v  . i
HmtIbu m  , ' i ...............................................................................................North Massapoqua. NY. 92ES/tT. - . . W W a H ^ N y . ®
MacLeod Sect .............................................................................................. -  x • lS? '
m™ 0] . ™ ................... :::::: ::' : . : . : : . , S X ma: »
“r  ?r.................................S: £S T . 'S ; , .................................  - 5 ;
.......................... Cr^ rv'S!S•Captain  Edison. NJ, 92
A|ER S l,? ^ CM kJMAhrr?oQeil!; ? 'VJ NG C0ACH' Newel1 Roberts; ASSISTANTS: Peter Solomon and 
rawa 92h MANAGERS: Judy Bourassa 89' Claire Doyle 89, Cindy Bowden 90, and Shelley Gar-
WOMEN’S ROSTER 1988/89
NAME _________
A g ne w , Teresa 
Anderson, Megan 
Bradley, Kate 
Ciasulli, Kristin 
C ollette, Cathy 
C onnolly, Denise 
Crossman, Karen 
F itzpatrick M aureen 
Gasperoni, Nicole 
Gorm ley, Kara 
Joh ns ton , Kristin 
Kilgallen, Sue 
Luciani, Cindi 
M anco, Susan*
Parker, Sharon 
R ichardson, Ellen 
Shaughnessy, Elizabeth 
Stephan, A n n  Marie 
Sweeney, Eileen 
Trocciola, Carol ' 
’ Captain
HOMETOWN CLASS
W ilbraham , M A
Rahway, NJ 92
St. Louis, Mo.
Cheshire, CT
N orth M errick, NY
Blauvelt, NY
W arw ick, Rl
Auburn , NY
Beverly, M A
Carthage, NY
Brandford, CT
M ohegan Lake, NY
Cheshire, CT
Derby, CT
Sum m it, NJ
Clark, NJ
New Bedford, M A
Rochester, NY
Bristol, Rl
G lastonbury, CT 92
Horace “ Wayrie”  Bowden ’89
PROVIDENCE c o u .eg f  
SW IM M ING
Sstoall Ba p rfi
aEH I-----------------------------------MEM------------------------------ ---------------yofflE
50 Freestyle 22.11 RUGGIERO 12/3/87 25.71 RYAN 2/20/86100 Freestyle 48.15 HOLBROOK 2/13/88 56.19 RYAN
200 Freestyle 1:44.59 GARRAWAY 2/13/88 1:59.85 LUCIANI fl/2|9/S7500 Freestyle 4:39.26 GARRAWAY 2/12/88 5:20.75 MANCO
1000 Freestyle 9:45.29 BOWDEN 2/22/86 10:54.14 MANCO 1/26/8S1650 Freestyle 16:09.59 BOWDEN 2/22/86 18:09.51 MANCO 2/13/88
100 Beckatroke 55.42 WOOD 2/20/87 1:00.59 CROSSMAN 2/13/88200 Backstroke 2:01.41 THEROUX 2/21/87 2:08.37 LUCIAN] 2/14/88
100 Bresststroke 1:03.07 UNNANE 2/26/88 1:09.71 BRADLEY 2/13/88200 Breeststroke 2:15.16 UNNANE 2/13/88 2:30.10 BRADLEY 2/21/88
100 Butterfly 52.07 SOLIGON ‘ 2/13/88 1:01.85 WALLACE 2/21/86200 Butterfly 1:56.37 McNULTY 2/22/86 2:14.93 WALLACE 2/22/86
200 1M 2:01.53 BOWDEN 2/2/88 2:11.25 LUCIANI 2/19/88400 1M 4:11.31 BOWDEN 2/21/86 4:34.47 LUCIANI 2/13/88
200 Free Relay 1:30.00 SOLIGON. RUGGIERO. 1:43.77 CONNOLLY.DELEONE.
MACLEOD. HOLBROOK 2/25/88 SULLIVAN. RYAN 2/20/87
200 Medley Relay 1:41.04 WOOD, UNNANE 1:54.81 LUCIANI.BRADLEY.
SOLIGON. RUGGIERO 2/25/88 RYAN. SULLIVAN 2/49/87
400 Free Relay 3:13.95 RUGGIERO. BURKE. 3:48.23 JENSEN. SULLIVAN.
SOLIGON, HOLBROOK 2/21/87 RYAN. LUCANI , 2/21/57
400 Medley Relay 3:40.31 THEROUX. UNNANE 4:08.18 CROSSMAN. BRADLEY.
SOLIGON. HOLBROOK 2/20/87 LUCIANI. RYAN 2/12/88
800 Free Relay 7:09.53 GARRAWAY. BOWDEN, 8:11.51 CONNOLLY.CROSSMAN.
RUGGIERO, HOLBROOK 2/25/88 MANCO. LUCIANI 2/13/88
1 M Diving 387.00 SEARS 2/13/88 336.50 SHAUGHNESSY 2/13/88
3 M Diring. 45630 SEARS 2/27/88 1 i 2/12/88 '
Jay Holbrook ’89.
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE SWIMMING
C? AC.^ ' J ° hn 0N e.il1' DIVING COACH, Newell Roberts. ASSISTANTS, Peter Solomon and 
AI Belluche. Managers: Claire Doyle '89, Judy Bourassa '89, Cindy Bowden '90, Shelly Garraway '92.
MEN’S INDOOR TRACK
ON YOUR MARK
By Laura Naughton
The Providence College Men’s 
Indoor Track Team has high hopes 
for the coming season. Having lost 
only 4 lettermen to graduation, this 
year’s squad has great talent and 
potential.
Last year’s team also did well on 
the season, capturing 3 first places 
in New England and sending two 
members to the NCAA Champion­
ships. At the New England’s meet 
at Boston University last February, 
John Evans qualified for the 
NCAA and captured a school 
record by placing first in the 800 
meters with a score of 49.77. Frank 
Conway also broke a school record 
with a first place finish doing the 
1500 meters in 3:43.04. Also for 
Providence, John Duggan ran the 
3000 meters in 8:09.1 for a first 
place in New England and to 
qualify for the IC4A.
In the NCAA Chanpionships in 
Oaklahoma City, the top per­
formers from Providence were 
Frank Conway, who fan the mile 
in 4:02.16 for a 5th place finish and 
John Evans, who ran the 800 
meters in 1:51.42 to place 4th in the 
preliminaries.
On the season, Frank Conway 
shoned as he became Providence 
College’s fifth indoor track All- 
American in the mile, joining John 
Treacy, Geoff Smith, Jerry Deegan 
and Steve Binns. He was also 
selected as PC’s Male Athlete of 
the Year and first New England 
Collegian to run a sub-four minute 
mile.
This year’s Indoor Track team 
Has the potential to send even more 
people to New Englands and the 
Nationals. Here’s a quick look at 
the 1988.-89 Indoor Track Team: 
Captain: John Evans
A senior from Liverpool, 
England. As a freshman, John was 
the Big East Champion in the 800 
meter and placed 8th at the 
NCAA’s in the 1000 meters. John 
missed his.sophomore season due 
to knee surgury. As a junior, John 
captured the 800 meter at New 
England’s, and the Big East 1000 
meter. John’s hopes for this season 
are to win the 800 meter in the 
NCAA’s.
John Allen
John is a senior from Limerick, 
Ireland. He captained the national­
ly ranked cross country team and 
has improved tremendously over 
the past year. John runs the 5000 
meter (14.35) and the 3000 meter 
(8.23). His hopes for this season are 
to run 14.10 indoors, and to run 
well at the IC4A Championships. 
Sean Keohane
Sean is a senior from Boston,
Laura
Naughton-
Mass. Sean also captained the cross 
country team. Sean runs the 800 
meter (1.54) and the 1500 meter 
(3.51.7). His hopes for this season 
are to stay healthy and to run the 
1500 meter in 3.45.
Frank Conway
Frank is a junior from Gilen- 
biegh, Ireland. An All-American in 
the mile, he is the fastest indoor 
New England Collegiate ever 
(3.58.2). He can also run the 3000 
meter in 7.58. He is one of the top 
runners in the country. His hopes 
for the season are to win the 
NCAA 3000 meter.
John Duggan
John is a junior from North 
Kingstown, RI. He was the RI 
High School Champion in the mile, 
and the cross country champ. He '  
broke the NE Championship 
record for the indoor 3000 meter 
last year with a time of 8.08.1. He 
also ran very well at the IC4A 
Championship. His hopes for this 
season are to qualify for the na­
tional 3000 meter.
Bill Muilaney
Bill is a junior from Thurples, 
Ireland. Bill is one of the top rated 
junior athletes in the world. He 
competed in the World Junior 
Championships in Canada last Ju­
ly. A sa freshman he captured the 
New England indoor 1500 meter ti­
tle, his best time being 3.43.8. His 
hopes for this season is to break the 
4-minute mile.
Mike Scanlon
Mike is a junior from Walpole, 
Mass. Last year he ran a 4.00 mile 
indoors. He placed second in New 
England in the indoor 1000 meter,
and 3rd in the Big East in the in­
door 1500 meter. His hopes for the 
season are to qualify for the na­
tionals in the mile.
David Burke
David is a sophomore from 
Tullamore, Ireland. In his first year 
of track he will be one o f the top 
runners in- the 3000 meter (8.27) 
and the 5000 meter (14.29) in the 
Big East and New England.
Niall Murphy
Niall is a freshman from Kildau, 
Ireland. He is the son of marathon 
champion Paddy Murphy. He had 
a brilliant freshman cross country 
season and should see some great 
improvement in track times. His 
hopes for his first season are to run 
well over the 1500 meter (3.54) and 
the 3000 meter (8.27).
Scott Cody
Scott is a freshman from Cam­
bridge, Mass. He was a Mass High 
School Super-Star, a high school 
All-American in the -5000 meter. 
Just coming off of knee surgery, he 
hopes to regain his form, stay 
healthy and run well in the 5000 
Meter (15.09).
Kevin Hillary
Kevin is a sophomore from 
Mahopac, NY. He missed last year 
with a glandular fever, but should 
contribute greatly to this year’s 
team performance.
Bill Sullivan
Bill is a sophomore from Hart­
ford, CT. He runs the 1500 meter 
(4.02).
James O’Brien
Jim is a freshman from Harr­
ington Park, New Jersey, He does 
the 800 meter (1.57).
Eric Beauschesne 
Eric is a freshman from 
Chelmsford, Mass. He placed 3rd 
in the High School Mass State 
Championships over the 2 mile 
(9.38)
Todd Buckley
Todd is a freshman from 
Peabody, Mass. He placed fourth 
in the Mass State Championships 
in the 2 mile (9.45).
John McCarthy 
A junior from Metuchen, New 
Jersey. John is a tough runner in 
the 5000 meter and the 3000 meter 
(8.58).
Frank Conway should play a major role this season after being nam­
ed All-American in the mile event.
1987-88 INDOOR TRACK 
HONORS AND AWARDS
FRANK CONWAY:
•  A ll American in the mile — Providence College's 
fifth Indoor Track All-American, joining John Treacy, 
Geoff Sm ith, Jerry Deegan and Steve Binns.
•  Providence College's Male A thlete o f the Year
•  First New England Collegian to  run a sub-four 
m inute mile.
1988-89
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
MIEN’S INDOOR TRACK
ROSTER
John Allen, S r................. .............Limerick, Ireland
Eric Beauschesne, Fr...... .............Chelmsford, MA
Todd Buckley, Fr............. ................. Peabody, MA
David Burke, Soph......... ..........Tullamore, Ireland
S cott Cody, Fr................. .............. Cambridge, MA
Frank Conway, J r ............ .......... Glenbiegh, Ireland
John Evans, J r ................. .......South Kingston, RI
Kevin Hillary, Soph......... .................Mahopac, NY
Sean Keohane, S r.......... ......................Boston, MA
John McCarthy, J r ......... ................. Metuchen, NJ
Bill Muilaney, J r .............. ............. Thurples, Ireland
Niall Murphy, Fr.............. ................Kildare, Ireland
Jim  O'Brien, Fr................ ......Harrington Park, NJ
Mike Scanlon, J r ............. ...................W alpole, MA
Bill Sullivan, Soph.......... .............. Manchester, CT
COACH: Ray Treacy; CAPTAIN: John Evans
1988-89 PROVIDENCE COLLEGE M E N ’S INDOOR T RACK SCHEDULE
December
10 Sat urday at
January
7-8 Sat urday-Sunday at
14 Saturday at
££ Sunday at
£8 Sat urday at
February
3 Friday at
5 Sunday at
11 Sat urday at
18-19 Sat urday—Sunday at
£ A-E5 Fr i day-Saturday at
March
4-5 Sat urday-Sunday at
10-11 F r i d a y —Saturday at
Harvard Inv i tat i o n a 1 
(Cambridge, MA)
Dartmouth Relays 
(Hanover, NH)
Yale Invitational 
(New Haven, CT)
NETAC Championships 
(Cambridge, MA)
Terrier Classic 
(Boston, MA)
Milrose Games 
(New York, NY)
Ocean S tate Games 
(Providence, R I )
Olympic Invitational 
(Meadowlands, NJ)
B IG EAST Championships 
(Syracuse, NY)
New England Championships 
(Cambridge, M A —MIT)
IC4A Championships .
(Princeton, NJ)
NCAA Championships 
(Indianapolis, IN)
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WOMEN’S INDOOR TRACK
Co-Captain Tina Maloney. Photo by Thomas F. Maguire, Jr. Co-Captain Patricia Logan. Photo by Thomas F. Maguire, Jr.
M E E T  C O A C H  T R E A C Y
By Laura Naughton
Ray Treacy is in his fourth 
season as the men’s and women’s 
cross-country and track coach at 
Providence College. Treacy 
graduated from Providence in 
1982. The brother of Olympic 
Silver Medalist, John Treacy, Ray 
collected All-America honors three 
times in cross-country while at Pro­
vidence. He was also the New 
England cross country champion 
twice and won the indoor 5,000 
meters at the Big East Champion­
ships three times. The talented
distance runner was also the IC4A 
champion in the 10,000 and 5,000 
meters i n ' 1981 and 1982 
respectively.
Ray Treacy captained the Friars 
in both his junior and senior years 
at PC, and was a two-time 
Academic All-America selection.
Treacy is a native of 
Villierstown, Ireland. He is a 
former Irish National Junior 
Champion and a past member of 
the Irish National Cross Country 
Team. He currently resides in War­
wick with his wife, Lisa, and his 
son, Michael.
1988-89 PROVIDENCE COLLEGE WOMEN’S 
INDOOR TRACK SCHEDULE
10 — Saturday...........................................
January
7-8 — Saturday-Sunday............................
(Cam bridge, M A)
14 — S a tu rd ay ............................................
(Hanover, NH)
22 — S unday...... ..........................................
28 — Saturday.............................................
February
(New  Haven, CT) 
(Cam bridge, M A) 
(Boston, M A)
5 — Sunday.................................................
(New  Y o rk, NY) 
(Providence, Rl)
Ray Treacy
1987-88 WOMEN’S CLUB INDOOR TRACK 
AWARDS AND HONORS
1  TIijl0 MOLONEY - Bll-EIG _
All-New England
ANITA PH1LPOTT - A1 1-BIG EAST
•All-New England 
All-East
SIOBHAN GALLAGHER - All-BIG EAST
All-New England
JACCIJI S T O K E S  - All-BIG EAST
A l l — New England
KARA CORFU DON — All New England
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